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Hands In the Past Five Yean
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In its annual review of the farm
real estate situation the Bureau of
Agricultural Economics reveals that
nearly 10 per cent of the farms In the
United
States
changed hands
through foreclosure, mortgage, bank
ruptcy, default of contract, sales to
avoid foreclosure, surrender of title
or other forced sales during the five
year period ending March 1, 1932.
**
He that rlseth late must tread
Sales on account of tax delin
♦ all day. and shall scarce overtake
quency during the five years affected
hls business at night —Benjamin
nearly four per cent of the farms,
Franklin.
and there was an additional turnover
of 11 per cent through voluntary
sales and trades. The bureau reports
I an increase in the number of forced
I sales in 1932 The average number of
ONE YEAR AGO
farms sold last year as a result of
tax delinquency was 13.3 per 1,000
Prom the flies of The Courier-Ga farms compared with 7.4 the preced
ing year, while the average number
zette we learn that—
changing hands as a result of mort
Thc will of Nelson B. Cobb left a gage foreclosure and related defaults
number of public bequests.
was 28.4 per 1.000 against 18.7 the year
No indictments were found by the before. Por all types of forced sales,
the average rate was 41.7 per 1.000
grand Jury of Superior Court.
compared with 26.1 the preceding
Cutler's new store at 369 Main year.
street was about to be opened
As every farmer knows, the bureau
says that the higher delinquencies
But if cancelation of war debts have resulted from thc serious de
would bring prosperity, how come cline in farm incomes, and that the
things got worse during Lhe year no 25 to 30 per cent decline in the value
debts were paid’-^Macon News.
of farm real estate in many areas
since 1928 has extinguished the own
er's equity in many Instances. Vari
ous remedies have been established
in the expectation that the farmers
could get longer credit, but In most
I cases these have proved to be snares
I —The Pathfinder.
NBW8PAPER HISTORY

The Rockland Qazette was established
n 1846 In 1874 the Courier was estab
lished and consolidated with the Oaaette
i11 J!??
was established
15
tnc* ln 1®wi changed Its name to
tne Tribunt. These papers consolidated
March 17. 1897.
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ODD FELLOWS HOME

*

Mr and Mrs. Charles L. Healey,
who have served as superintendent
and matron respectively of the Odd
Fellows' Home in Auburn, since the
' home was opened in 1928, have resigned their positions. Mr. and Mrs.
; Fred C. Mlllett of Portland have been
selected as successors to Mr. and Mrs. i
Healey, and will Uke up their duties
some time in March.

Auction
To give thr egg produrrr
a better opportunity to dis
pose ol his produrt we have
decided to oprrate an Egg
Auction at our plant in
Portland.
The plan has bern used
with success In other parts
ol thc country.

GOOD BOXING SHOW
Maine Stars and Local Boys
To Mix At Empire Theatre
Tonight
Just off a sick bed. and with a
beautiful assortment of cold sores on
his lips. Bud Fisher found himself in
no condition for tonight's scheduled
bout with Cyclone Sawyer of Bath.
So he got the wires busy and Saw-

A Soviet Undertaking Which
Has Attracted the World’s
Attention
The turbulent Dnieper (Dnepr),
second largest river in European
Russia, has been successfully har
nessed and the world's largest hy
droelectric plant formally opened
Thc dam is situated at Dncprostroy !
about 200 miles from the mouth of
the river.
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CAVEN CLIMBS A TREE

AN IMPORTANT MILESTONE
And So Would You If You Met What He Did Down By
Harrington’s Cove

r

William J. Caven, who totes Uncle
Sam's mall between Rockland and
Clark Lsland. had not regained his
natural color when he arrived at thr
local pastoffice this morning and told
of hls thrilling encounter with a
whole herd of moose while on his
trip to Clark Island late yesterday
afternoon.
Deeply absorbed tn thc latest con
troversies over technocracy, the beer
bill and the double-gauge lobster
measure. Mr. Caven did not notice thc
proximity of the herd until the car
had approached within a few hundred
feet of*them.
Two bulls he saw. two cow moose
and a calf, and with this hasty in
ventory made he bethought himself
of plans for personal safety.
Some captains elect to go down
with their ships but Bill Caven has a
long way to go before he reaches the
shady side of life, and the prospect
of being tom apart by five moose
presented a picture which utterly de
stroyed any intent upon hls part 'o
become an epic hero.
About 200 feet a.va.v stood a tree
which was neither too rugged nor too
tall for the purpose to which lt was
about to be put.
How he reached that tree or how
be climbed to the topmost branches
William J Caven does not know, but
he found himself in a place of safety,
temporarily, at least. Thus marooned
bis attention was occupied for what

Power and Light for Vast Area

"The Dnieper project ranks with
the greatest achievements in modern j
engineering,' says fi bulletin Horn !
the Washington. D. C. headquarters
of the National Geographic Society.
“Nearly one-half mile wide and ris
ing 170 feet above the river bed, the
bulwark of concrete forming the
dam has raised the river 120 feet.
The water power generates electrici
ty for industrial and home use
over an area nealy twice that of the
State of Indiana, and will serve
nearly five times as many people as
live in that State.
“Some idea of the gigantic plant
may be gained from the quantities
of material used in its construction.
The concrete poured to create the
great barrier would make a pave
ment an inch thick and a yard wide
from New York to Omaha. Nearly
7.000.000 square yards of rock and
dirt were excavated, and 900 tons
of explosives and 300.000 tons of
cement were used.
"If the timber used were made
into a single board one foot wide
and an inch thick, it would reach
nearly four-fifths of the way around
the world at the Equator. Sixty
miles of railroad were built in con
nection with the construction of the
dam and power plant, acres of tem
porary power plants and shops were
provided, and living quarters for
20.000 people were built and main
tained to house workers and their
families.

seemed to be a period of 10 minutes
by a terrific battle between the two
bulls. They may have been at play,
but the locking of antlers and the
lowing of earth was an awesome
spectacle. The two cows looked on.
apparently unconcerned as to which
husband won, and even the calf
seemed impartial.
When the battle was over thc
whole herd surrounded thi mall
wagon and there was a great snifflnj
of mail pouches, which changed to
disdain as they came upon onc which
must have contained Congressional
speeches. With tails proudly erect,
they made their way into the underb’ush. leaving car and contents un
damaged.
Meantime William J. Caven was
getting some new ideas as to what
pole-sitters undergo in their endur
ance contests. The tree was softer
than the top of a pole to be sure, but
there were no cushions handy, and
even a tree becomes uncomfortable
efter you cling to its top branche;
for 30 minutes and some odd seconds.
Mr. Caven completed his trip safely
and left for Rockland on scheduled
time this morning but they do say
his sleep was disturbed by some very
vivid dreams, and that the animals
he saw in them were not "pink ele
phants."
Wc forgot to tell you that the
locale of the above episode was near
Harrington's Cove in South Thom
aston.

The First Baptist Church of this city is 100 years old today. Feb. 2. 1833,
thc church was organized as the Third Baptist Church of Thomaston. In
1851 the name was changed to the First Baptist Church of Rockland. The
church has had 17 pastors in its history, the list following
1872-1878
C. L B. Chase.
1834-1847
Amariah Kalloch.
1878-1882
1848-1849
William C. Barrows.
Silas Ilsley.
1882-1891
William S. Roberts,
1849-1853
Joseph Belcher. D. D
1891-1897
J. H. Parshley,
1851-185.)
Isaac Kalloch,
1897-1903
R. W. VanKirk.
1856-1853
Nathaniel Butler.
1903-1913
William J. Day.
1863-1865
Henry A. Hart.
1913-1920
Willard L Pratt.
1365-1E6)
W O Holman,
1921-1928
1870-1872
B. P. Browne.
Cyrus Tibbctt,
yer's opponent will be either Pancho
J.
Charles
MacDonald,
1928villa of Waterville or Uncut Diamond
The church organized with 35 members. Today its membership Is 716.
of Augusta. Villa and the Gent
Rapids Submerged
More than 2000 havc united with thc church during tlie 100 years of its
fought a smashing battle very re
"The project also writes a new history.
cently and elthef wlU give the Bath
chapter in Dnieper navigation. For
Special centennial exercises arc to bc held in June.
cyclone trouble a-plcnty. There are merly rapids made the river im
two fine semi-finals—Roland Suke- passable for about 60 miles, causing
forth of Rockland vs. Johnny Wilscr. the navigable portion of the stream
Francis Philbrook and Edward Ross Of Owl’s Head Were
be divided into two parts. The
of Bath and Al Wilson of Rockland to
dam. raising the level of the water
Victims Of Coal Gas
vs. Harold Gray of Belfast.
120 feet was a successful 'face-lift
The prelims offer Young Dow of ing' operation, for the rapids were Work Of This Important Mislion interestingly Reviewed
Rockland vs. Young Hooper of Ten submerged and steamships now may
At Annual Meeting
Gas fumes from thc consumption tion. which promptly despatched a
navigate the river for 1.300 miles
ant's Harbor and Eddie Garvin of from
of soft coal, and too tightly closed boat to the island.
its mouth. At the dam. elec
Bath vs. Kid Garnet of Brun^vick
tric locomotives will pull vessels
Ross was beyond human aid and
sleeping quarters were responsible for
The admission is only 75 cents, with through navigation locks which it is 1 The Penobscot Bay Bethel Mission route for the acconunodation of twe thc death of two Owl's Head fisher eflorts to revive his companion proved
communities through the winter
reserved seats at tl. A portion of the estimated will handle more than two held its annual meeting recently. It
futile. TTie bodies were brought to
At Aina village, at thc head of tide men at Matlnicus Tuesday night.
million tons of grain, oil, lumber and was the 26th anniversary of the or
proceeds goes to the charity milk other products a year.
water on the Sheepscot river, Th?
The victims were Edward Ross, Rockland in the afternoon, the smack
fund.
“Three miles from the dam site, ganization of the Mission, which Young People's Society opened a aged about 68; and Francis Philbrook, being accorpanted by the Coast Guard
The show takes place at Empire the Soviet Government is building began its work at Cape JeUison, "Bethel" reading room for the bene- aged about 37. Thc tragedy occurrc.' boat. At the Burpee funeral parlors
Theatre at 8.30. and the building wil an industrial center which is one oi
the bodies were viewed by Medical
upon thc former's power boat.
the outstanding features of indus
be nice and warm.
Ross and Philbrook fished in the j Examiner Frohock. whose verdict was
trial development in Soviet Russia & Aroostook R. R. built the great Church. The Mission has co-operat
So go and have a good time.
today. This center, which will oc docks there. Successful work wa’ ed and furnished about 250 books. lire employ of Rodney E. Feylcr and left that thc men died from asphyxiation.
cupy 14 square miles, is called a done tnere fo“ 10 years. When the ] same to be exchanged when they are for the grounds about a week ago.
Mr. Philbrook Is survived by his wile
'Combine.'
Gigantic steel mills of hnnm Hurst and the wharves were read, me Missions library numAN AMERICAN ANALOGY
the 'Combine' will produce nearly Soned the Miltonmoved Its bers about 5000 books, being much in- I Then came the storm period and end three children Adele. Madeline
Some papers have found some one and a quarter million tons of headquarters to Rocklar.d and opened oebted to thc Rockland and Camden ! the craft remained tied up at the end Adelbcrt, and Mr. Ross leaves a
similarity In the careers of Theo steel annually. A coke and chemical its seamen's work on Sea street. This Public libraries for a large number Matlnicus
Maunicus steamboat wharf
wife.
dore Roosevelt and Calvin Coolidge. plant will produce nearly one and was kept up until shipping on the ;cf books they have given in fhc pas'
• • • •
That
It
did
not
put
to
sea
yester

One died Jan. 5. 'Coolidge in 1933) one-half million tons of coke and a Maine coast had stopped so far as i
J«ar». the worth of which to the day morning when conditions were
Missing
Men Return
and the other Jan. 6 (Roosevelt in variety of chemicals Including sul schooners were concerned. Then the various communities where used can
John Whalen and Carl Benson, who
1919). The similarity does not have phate of ammonia and coal tar. Mission put in the entire time to ad not be estimated.
exceptionally favorable aroused the
There will be nearly 300 coke ovens
to stop there.
These officers were elected for the curiosity of the Islanders, and when were thought to be lost ln last week s
vance its work for the fisher families
Both came to the presidency by connected with this plant.
coming year:
they saw no signs of life about the storm and who were located at Isle au
along
the
coast
from
East
Per.ctscot
"Ferro-alloy plants will produce
way of the vice presidency and the
President—Rev. H. I. Holt. Warren.
bay to the Kennebec River. Eleven
craft Arthur Philbrook and Frank Haut arrived home Tuesday, appardeaths of their predecessors. Both annually great quantities of ferro- years
Vice
President
—
Elmer
L.
Craig.
ago the population had shifted
Morcland proceeded to investigate I ently but little worse for their strenudied at the age of 60 Each had chrome, ferro-manganese. ferroWaterville.
served as governor of his State silicon and ferro-’ungsten; and a from the islands to the mainland,
Treasurer—Ralph P Conant. Rock Two rigid bodies were found in the ous experience in the gale and heavy
making
it
impractical
to
use
a
boat,
Each had been a candidate for proposed aluminum plant is sched
land.
cuddy. Life appeared to bc extinct, J sta. They found the people of Isle
mayor. (Roosevelt lost In New York uled to produce 20.000 tons of alumi and since then an automobile has
Superintendent-Rev. J. L. Corson,
been
the
craft
that
thc
superintend

but word was immediately forwarded . au Haut very hospitable and sympaand Coolidge won at Northampton) num each year.
Rockland.
ent has navigated.
Each was succeeded In the presi
to the Whitehead Coast Guard sta- thetlc.
Directors
for
three
years
Walter
A.
• • • »
American Machinery Equipment
dency by a member of his cabinet.
Danforth. Bangor. R. P. Conant.
The
superintendent.
Rev
J.
L.
"Building material factories, set up
Each saw his successor beaten after
Rockland. Mrs Hope Brewster. Rock
one term. Each turned to writing for the purpose of producing needed Corson, in his annual report, among land and Miss Alena Young. Rock
after having served as President. supplies for the 'Combine' as well as other things said—“Last year over land.
Each man was lifted into promi for shipment elsewhere, will work on 40 families were supplied with cloth
nence by a police issue. Roosevelt by a schedule which will turn out two ing, a demand that exceeded the usual
Rockland One Of Ten Maine Towns Which Would Have a
A BRONZE PLAQUE
being police commissioner of New- and one-half million barrels of number of families in need of help.
York city and Coolidge by his action cement and thirty million bricks an Much care is taken not to duplicate
Revised City Government
in the Boston police strike. You nually. Waste from the steel mills other charity agencies' work, as much Presented To Louise Nash of
could doubtless continue the analogy will be used in the manufacture of a as passible avoiding assisting families
Camden
Because
Of Eleven bills revising or creating new | tsh the mill tax and special resolve
if you wanted to do so —“Man About portion of these products. Lime in Rockland. The families assisted
also will be produced, repair shops of are scattered from Bass Harbor to
Town," in Salem News.
charters for 10 towns and cities in fl*nd ««» have
highway departMaine
’
s
4-H
Showing
huge proportions will be built, and Pemaquid. Many of these arc th«
..
,
. . ,
.us.1 ment live on Its income from the gas
Maine were placed before the Legls- tax, motor vehicles, fees and bond
Thc beer-thirsty are trying to de housing and recreation facilities for class that would not call on thr gen
________
__ where
___ _ vthe #fact of vtheir
Maine, having a higher per cent of
cide whether thc kick shal! be by thousands of workers will bc con eral
charities
lature yesterday. Council manager monies available and federal aid.
1 eing assisted would be publicly IC'ul’ tnemhers finishing their
weight or by volume. Our guess is structed in a modern township.
The major changes from the
forms of government to replace thc
"An American traveler at thc known
it’ll bc by wait—Dallas News.
known. Rut
But heeanse
because ihe
the Mi«i«n
Mission signed tasks than any other of thr
system would be Kitchen bill are provisions for $600.Dnieper project will note a familiar does not allow anyone to know such 48 States, recently received national present bicameral
i 000 annually for construction of
American touch. An American en help is given, the mothers havr cour recognition in thc form of a bronze provided in „
Rockland. South Port- I state aid roads and $700 000 atuitiOPERETTA
gineer was consultant on thc con age to let the Mission know of their plaque which now hangs in the of land. and Ellsworth, while Pottland J ally for third class roads,
struction of thc project, and other need, and are promptly assisted fice of the state leader. L H. Shiblcs,
and Bangor would throw over their i Both these would be abolished
American engineers held key posi Some years ago a widow with six at the University of Maine.
The plaque was presented’ to present manager form to return to a jJ under the Kitchen bill. The state
tions. Thc plant's turbines, the children, the oldest a boy. who was
| rid road fund has been $2,700,000
largest ever built, arc products oi old enough to earn money for food Ionise Nash Camden who was one ol mayoralty set-up. Thc bill for the
the Maine delegates lo the recent
Watts Hall, Thomaston
The Stale Highways
American factories as arc about
KrJ 'Ulmbf,r ? ,yT2l
<-« Club Congress ln Chi- proposed Rockland change was pre
one half of the generators which keeping the f
Scaveys
bill would reduce the
children as well clothed ' cag0
sented by Senator Albert C. McLoon.
have a maximum generating capaci as the other children of the district.
amounts to bc spent for operation of
Glancing at thc figures compiled
ty of 900.000 horsepower. This com It was a mystery to thc community
■ the registration bureau, maintenance
8.15 P. M.
pares with 600,000 horsepower at how she could afford to keep her chil by Mr. Shlbles onc notes that Maine
The Legislature cleared Its highest of state highway police, administra4-H members have a good record
. Muscle Shoals.
Benefit of Nurse Association
Thus was the [each year. In 1930. for instance 90 3 hurdle In introduction of bills Tues tion of the state highway commission
„ so well
. dressed.
,
i "The steel plant of the industrial dren
Tickets 25 Cents and 35 Cents
and administration of the gasoline
Checked at McDonald's
'Combine' is constructed along self respect of those boys and girls per cent completed their tasks—in day with 497 measures read and re tax.
Wednesday. February 1
American lines
and American maintained, and they grew up to 11931, there were 92 9 per cent and this ferred to committees. Among these
Thc Kitchen bill as well as one by
womanhood.
last year. 92.4 per cent.
13-14
methods of production will bc em sturdy manhood• •and
.215.?±nles?l^rrangin(f H.°T I R*P ’**««»• Skowhegan, will come
• •
Stated in another way—for each
ployed."
more than before the committee on ways and
At Christmas time about 90 chil hundred Maim’ boys and girls start $525,000 and 66 fish and game
bills.
bridges tomorrow in an adjourned
dren
were
given
a
merry
Christmas,
ing
their
4-H
tasks,
between
90
and
It
was
the
"final
day
for
introduc- . bearing
HIS LIBERTY BRIEF
JIG SAW PUZZLES
with toys, games, books and other 95 are going to complete the job.
tion of private and special Ration
Thp ftrst of thf w,lg
rPgulalc
Thc 4-H Clubs In Maine are spon and although both Senate Prudent trucks WM lntroduced by senator
For Kale or To Let or Cut To Your
As he was released from the State joys, and with not a little new cloth
Order. Rental 25c per week. Also Prison Tuesday after serving more ing. The Mission received from sev sored by the Extension Service. Ex Murchie and Speaker of the House Wca|hPrbee of pp^bsed. It wouid
Supplies for Puzzle Makers, Plywood. than two years on a larceny chan;?, eral sources new garments that cer tension agents tn each county were Burkett havc said they hoped the i________________________________ ,
Special Glue, Boxes. Etc.
(Continued on Page Five)
Raymond F. Austin of Portland Im  tain families needed very much. The assisted last year by 622 adult lead dead-line, set by the members, would
L. MASON, Thomaston, Maine
______________
mediately was arrested by Deputy U. largest amount came from thc W. C. ers and assistant leaders. At the be observed, there was little doubt j
Telephone 104
lOtl S Marshal George R. Bryant on a T. U. of East Corinth. Seventy-five present time, over 2000 boys and girls but that unanimous consent would bc vrvl ID CA\/rvDiTr unEM
are enrolled for 1933 but it is ex requested for many more such bills. 1 YUUK FAVUKllt rULM
Federal indictment in connection with pairs of mittens coining from many pected that the final enrollment will
That has been the custom in past ses-I ......
.
an assault cm an Immigration officer sources were given. The local W. C. equal or exceed the 6.420 for 1932.
s,-. ih.i
If 1 had to live my life again I would
T. U. and the Ladies' Aid of tht
sions and but seldom has
that con- , have
ma(le a ru)e t0 read SOine poetry
at Houlton in 1930.
Thomaston Federated Church made
sent been denied.
I and listen to some music at least once a
Therc were 28 measures to provide , w,e“k Th« loss of these tastes is a loss
up garments from cloth supplied by
THE FIRST WATCHES
pensions, and 21 to repay towns for of happiness, -cn.riw Darwin
the Mission.
Mention should certainly be mad,
aid extended to various persons, the
|.-OR today
The early history of watches is un
Was He a Doctor?
largest amount being for $3617 to From dawn to dusk I would bc true.
certain. Small timepieces for carry of the gift of dolls from the High
Presque Isle.
Olad In the tasks I And to do.
ing In the pocket were not made School girls of North Jay. They Edilor of The Courier-Gazette:—
Cllad that the strength Is mine to bear
I notice in .vour columns allusion to
Thirteen Refund Bills
until after the Invention of the main made and dressed thc dolls them
Whatever comes of toll and care
selves.
thus
bringing
Joy
to
the
hearts
"Dr.
Coombs,"
old-time
mail-driver
spring in clocks. It ls supposed that
Decision ol the United States su I would not spoil this day with hate.
of
many
a
little
"mother.
’
and
prominent
character
tn
South
watches were first made at Nurem
preme court a year ago that thc State Nor to the stranger bar my gatr.
Not the lea^t successful activity ot Thomaston. I had always heard him had
berg, Germany, about the beginning
no right to collect an inheritance And when these hours havc run their
the
Mission
is
that
oj
Its
library
work.
course.
spoken
of
as
"Doc"
Coombs,
thinking
' of the 16th century. They were,
tax on stock ot Maine corporations, Let me
not view them with remorse.
Two
book
routes
were
maintained
the
title
only
a
nickname.
Did
lt
have
called "Nuremberg eggs" and were
which were a part of the estates of
throughout the summer and fall, one any association with medicine. Prob • non-residents, opened the way for 13 I Let me be watchful of m.v tongue
about the shape of an egg.
among the fisher families residing on ably some of your older readers can bills which would have thc State re-,
flung
that part of the town of Owl's Head tell.
STARTING ON LEFT FOOT
Old-Timer
turn u total of more than $63,000 to I spread happiness along my way.
known as Ballyhack. Thc other took
various e<states. Thc refunds ranged |
Since most of the turning move In a part of three towns, Warren,
ORIGIN OF CHOCOLATE
from $130 to more than $30,000. which , VhWu^VSch
ments from the halt are to the right Waldoboro, and that part of Friend
was on the estate of Luther Kuntz ot —
The smiles of friends, my neighbors’
and the right foot ls used in pivot ship known as Finn Town
Chocolate and cocoa arc made New York.
worth.
There arc 35 families on thc routes from thc large nuoritlve seeds or
ing. il is more convenient to step off
The third bin to readjust distribu And all the glories of the earth.
with the left foot. To make for uni and all but five availed themselves beans of the Theobroma cacao, a tion of highway funds, always a moot Lord, as I start the toll of day
formity soldiers are taught to step of the privilege of the books. At the small evergreen tree native in tropi question, was Introduced by Senator This Is the humble prayer I pray
Help me to keep my honor bright.
off with the left foot on all move beginning of the winter two libraries cal America. Cocoa is simply a Seavey of Oxford.
Let me be unashamed at nightvere left on the Warren-Waldoboro corruption of Cacao
ments.
Like ttw Kitchen bill'itwould abol—Edgar Guest.

PENOBSCOT BAY BETHEL

This is a sure way of dis
posing of your eggs and we
urge that you write at once
lor complete information.

PORTLAND. ME.. EGG AUCTION
Prank H Robie. Mgr
329 Commercial SL, Pori land. Me.

MINSTRELS
High School Auditorium
MONDAY, FEB. 6
Admission 40 Cents. Dancing After

DANCE

U. S. KICKAPOO

THIRD ANNUAL

c

COAST GUARD BALL

ID

Auspices Personnel U. 8. C. G. "Kickapoo"

*

Wednesday, February 22

g

STAN WALSH’S ORCHESTRA

$

TEMPLE HALL. ROCKLAND
AU Kinds of Eats and Drinks (soft).

Dancing from 8 to 12
Tickets 30 Cents from any member of thc Kickapoo Personnel
14-lt

U. S. KICKAPOO

THE LARGEST DAM

TO HAVE LANDING FLOAT

Immediate action in thr mat
ter of securing a landing float
for use of water visitors to this
city was voted yesterday at a
meeting of the directors of the
Chamber of Commerce and a
committor comprising R. E.
Thurston, J. O. Stevens and
Alan L. Bird was appointed to
make a definite report on loca
tion and construction leading to
prompt action. Thc urgrnt need
for such a float brought unani
mous vote of thc board and was
fostered by the appeals in The
Courier-Gaiette by the North
Haven correspondent and others
Interested in cordial relations
between island folk and those on
thc main.

THREE CENTS A COPY

TWO FISHERMEN ASPHYXIATED

Eggs shipped lo thr Auc
tion will he received any
week-day Irom 7 A M. to
5 P. M. All eggs will be pro
tected by refrigeration and
shipping charges will be ad
vanced.

U. S. KICKAPOO

Rockland, Maine, Thursday, February 2, 1933

Pl
U. S. KICKAPOO

DANCE

COUNCIL MANAGER PROPOSED

“TRAINER’S”
T. J. FOLEY, Manager

' *

MANY IMPORTANT CHANGES HAVE BEEN MADE AND ARE
BEING MADE AT THIS RESTAURANT

NEW MENU—A new and more complete menu is
offered with all first choice foods
NEW LOW PRICES—The prices on this new menu
havc been cut to meet 1933 conditions
SPECIAL NOTICE
I cn Brand New Dinner Combinations I lave Been
Added—Most Attractive As To I ood and Price

An Extra Special Business Man’s Baked Bean Supper
Will Be Featured Saturday Night
VISIT THE NEW TRAINER’S
Try the Fine New Food—The Improved Service and
the New Modern Low Prices

BlltilBMIlfflSiliiBlII

EFFECTIVE JANUARY 13

“Quaker Stages”
“Every Mile a Smile—Most Direct Route io Boston"
Coaches Leave Rockland 7.30 A. M. Daily Except Sunday
Arrive Boston 2.15 P. M.

Arrive Boston 11.30 P. M.’

Coaches Arrive in Rockland from Boston 4-55 P. M. and 1.00 A. M

Fare to Boston: One way $5.00. Round trip $9.00
Fare to New York: One way $7.00. Round trip I 3.00
Tickets May Be Purchased At
Rockland—Thorndike Hotel, Main St.,
Thomaston—McDonald's Drug Store,

“DREAM BOAT”
Saturday, Feb. 4

H.

ROCKLAND TO BOSTON

Coaches Leave Rockland 5.00 P. M.

Ci

Tel. 620
Tel. 3
Stf

WE WANTERKN0W!

Every-Other-Day
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“LET WELL ENOUGH ALONE”

The Courier-Gazette
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THREE-TIMKS-A-WIEEK

Thou wilt keep him ln perfect
peace whose mind Ls stayed on thee: |
because he trusteth in thee—Isaiah i
26:3

So Says Sydney H. Davis, In An Argument Concerning o
the Proposed 9-inch Law

There is now being made a pre
liminary Investigation npon which
the county salary lists in Maine are
to receive their biennial rating.
Downward revision ts of course under
consideration, as a means of assisting
in the balancing of the budget. Re
garding the situation in Knox Coun
ty it remains only to be said that the
salaries never have been in proportion
to those paid in counties of the same
population, or smaller and that few
if any of the officials receive remu
neration that is on a par with thc
services rendered and the respon
sibility which all must assume. The
tctal reduction proposed would
scarcely be $1000—insignificant as a
halp to the State but very significant
to the underpaid recipients. In Knox
Ccunty there has been a steady re
duction of taxes and indebtedness. If
there is any county in Maine which
should be let alone it is Knox

i tlie Provinces. The fact that we have
IFditor of Tlie Courier-Oazette:
A number of very good articles ' a different law from the others makes
.
.
, . .
„
, us exclusive. No doubt some will say
have been printed in your paper writ- w(i
Uw on pn>stjge and pxclu.
ten by fishermen ar.d others.
siveness. I believe that we can live on j 11
It's doubtful if I can add anything that as well as on a 9-inch law.
cf interest to what lias already been ' Regardless of what they tell us a
said. I will say however that it seems 9-inch law will be disastrous to the
to be a fight between the Maine ' fishermen of Maine. It’s a foregone
dealers and fishermen of the Western , conclusion that when we increase our ,
part of Maine allied against the fish upply we will reduce our price. It I
ermen of the central and eastern part Isn't the supply that we are finding
cf the State. I might term the latter fault with, It is the price. We are
conservatives and the former libera's 1 in the same boat as the Western
I'm glad to say however that I am a farmer. He finds no fault with his
conservative. Some of thc dealers production but does find fault with
say that the majority of fishermen the price and has a perfect right to.
ore thinking of conservation wholly.
Some people tell us if we have a
ThLs is partly true and a grand idea 9-inch law the dealers will pay us a
To think only of the present is simply better price—that there'll be more
shortsightedness; also selfishness.
' competition, etc. Don't be misled.
Some people tell us that the fisher
The dealers have one price for us
men need the dealers and vice versa. ! r.cw. If a 9-inch law Ls passed they'll
No doubt this is partly true but I be have two. as the 9-inch lobster is a
lieve the dealer owes more to the fish bargain lobster and sells at a lower
erman than the latter does to the for- price than our good old 10L -inch,
mer. They tell us that unless a 1 Things are bad for the fishermen
9-inch law is passed a good many if | and they need a break. If any one +•
not all of our Maine dealers will be thinks that we will get that break by +
! driven out of business or will have adopting a 9-inch law they are only IX
to move to Boston. It seems strange fooling themselves. The fact that ! j
I that their business has reached its about 80 percent of the fishermen J X
J acme under our present law. How- want to retain the present law Is1 +
I ever, as far as the fishermen are con- proof enough that we had better net
' cerned I think it would be just as jump from the frying pan into the ! fire. Things are bad but can be
j well if we had fewer dealers.
I well remember when there was worse. As President Hoover told tbe
competition among the dealers as far people of this nation in his first adas buying from the fishermen was dress in Iowa that things could have
concerned. This was too good to last been worse and would have, had our
as it was beneficial to the fishermen. gold standard been lowered.
Unlike the American dollar our lob
There is still competition on the sell
ing end but none on the buying. It j ster has gone below its standard value |
has reached a point where you may j nevertheless it can go lower and
as well sell to one dealer as another. [ will If we have a shorter measure
| They all pav us the same price. They
We mustn't foster the idea that
tell us that Maine is fast losing the (things are not good enough,
prestige which she once held as a
We should lel well enough alone
lobster producing State and unless wc j and not experiment with something
adopt the 9-inch law our business is j untried. This is no time for experidoomed. I want to say that Maine i ments as they may prove very costly ♦
still holds prestige as a lobster State j to the men who brave the wintry seas ♦
and will continue as long as we ex- | and fight the elements.
elude those small sized lebsters from ;
Sydney H. Davis
+
+

29c
22c
28c
10c
15c
15c
55c

bushel
Fancy Oolong Tea..................................... ...... lb

60c
20c

Fancy Native Fowl
Pork Roasts, cut from small pigs
Home Made Sausage.....................
Thexe Potatoes are fancy.

Don't let the price fright!n you: it Ls good tea.

; small
.. peck
.. peck

60c
25c
29c

A new shipment of Crosse & Blackwell’s goods—
Plum or Fig Pudding .............................................. 30
Hard Sauce.................................................... jar 30c
2 Pound Jars Mince Meat................................. 45c
1 Pound Jars Mince Meat............................... 25c
1 Pound Jars Orange Marmalade ................ 20c
2 Pound Jars Orange Marmalade.................. 35c
1 Pound Jars Raspberry or Strawberry Jam 30c
Beef Stew, Lamb Stew, Irish Stew, Corned
Beef Hash ....................................................... 20c

Death has claimed John Gals
worthy, the British novelist and
dramatist who won the Nobel prize
last year. Most of his writings were
concerned with the life of England's
upper middle class. His last boos
was in a way a sequel to "Maid In
Waiting," which in mood and sub
ject matter Ls derived from The For
syte aga. It is a careful evaluation
of the inevitable British loyalty which
appears in one form or another in
many British novels. In all. Qalsworthy wrote 50 or more short storie
arid 25 plays, in addition to his novels
The world of letters has lost a valu
able factor.
Lieut. Commander Donald B. MacMillan, the Arctic explore? who is so
well known in Rockland, was found
guilty in Brunswick Municipal Court
of reckless driving, and was fined $25
The doughty explorer appealed the
case, and Superior Court wlU pass
upon the merits of the scientific discussion which are involved relating
to the time of the sun's setting and
visibility. It is easy to conceive of
MacMillan being a bit reckless when
negotiating Arctic seas, but. being a
violator, even of automobile laws, is
not so readily imagined.

...... lb
...... lb
....... lb
...... lb
...... lb
....... lb
bushel

Tbe New Hormel Vegetable Soup..............can
Superba Diced Carrots....................................... can
Lima Beans......................................................... can
Superba Tomatoes, large can ........ 18c; 3 for
Superba Tomatoes, small can
13c; 2 for

I

15c
10:
10c
45c
25c

Thue are the best Tomatoes we know of.

j

Superba Shell Beans........... can 15c; 3 for
Superba Strawberry Beets, large can..............
3 cans for..............................................................
Superba Strawberry Beets, small can .............
2 cans for..............................................................
3 Pounds New Bulk Dates..................................
5 lb. pkg. Franklin Mills Whole Wheat Flour

40c
17c
45c
13c
25c
25c
42c

This is a new low price.

i

SAVE CLICQUOT CAPS ++

,

j
j

Another lot of Federal Cereals—
5 Pound Bag Graham ......................................
5 Pound Bag Granulated Meal.......................
5 Pound Bag Bolted Meal.................................
5 Pound Bag Cake Maker Flour.....................
5 Pound Bag Quix-a-Wink Biscuit Flour ....

25c
18c
19c
30c
35c

"ON MY SET"

Forty Club Will Receive Cent ?
Apiece For the Unemploy- ♦
ment Fund

VESPER A. LEACH
Specially
366 MAIN STREET.

Store
ROCKLAND

BEGINNING FEBRUARY 4
O
o

Coats, plain colors and mixtures, trimmed with luxurious furs at
ONE-HALF PRICE, a quick clearance to make room for Spring

❖
i

J

Merchandise, soon to arrive. For example—

♦

I

COATS, regularly $59.50. Sale Price.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . $29.75
COATS, regularly 35.00.

SalePrice.. .. .. .

COATS, regularly 25.00.

SalePrice.. .. .. .

COATS, regularly 15.00.

SalePrice.. .. .. .

♦
♦
s

17.50
.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 12.50
7.50

♦♦

♦
*

ALL SALES MUST BE FINAL

HOUSE DRESSES—LADIES!

+

Another lot, fast colors 80 Square Print, beautiful patterns; sizes 38 to 46. While
they last—

59 CENTS

x
+

— ALSO —

z
t

CHILDREN’S COTTON DRESSES

«■

An offer to contribute to unem
«»
ployment relief made by the Clicquot
i
«•
Prepared.
6
Club
Company
of
Millls,
Mass.
New
spring
patterns,
featuring
puff
sleeves
and
leather
belts,
fast
color
prints;
■
••
1 makers of Clicquot Club ginger ale,
5 Pound Bag Rye Meal...................................... 30c
♦
sizes 7 to 14 years. At the new low price of—
has been accepted by the Forty Club
5 Pound Bag Breakfast Food.......................... 30c
■
iof thLs city. The offer, recently an’ nounced nationally by the makers,
!
Superba Canned Pumpkin .......................... can 15c
p:ovides for the payment to this ork inization of one cent for every
Superba Canned Peaches, halves or sliced; can 20c
C'.:cquot Club bottle cap collected
3 Cans for ............................................................ 50c
Thc new federal building ln Lewis- |
and returned to the Clicquot Club
Company before April 1.
ton will have either granite or lime
Best Hawaiian Pineapple, can.... 20c; 3 cans 55c
It means that the humble little
stone trimmings, says the Lewiston J
Betty Crocker Angel Cakes................................. 39c
metal caps bearing the familiar Es- )
Journal. If the structure were being
kimo trade-mark that are usually
1 Pound Box Peanut Brittle................................. 20c
NO NATIONAL HOLIDAYS
TOMORROWS CHILD
thrown away as soon as a bottle is
erected in Indiana it is extremely un- '
PARK THEATRE
Half Pound Package Mints, assorted or plain 10c
opened can now be turned in to the ,
likely that granite would be given )
There are no national holidays. A
'Tomorrow's Child" is the creature
1 Forty Club, which will convert them
Bread and Butter Pickles ...................................... 19c
any consideration. And here in
The spirited modern West with a
; into cash for unemployment relief
of today's citizenry. "Tomorrow's number of the legal holidays are
Baby Lima Beans, dried................................... lb 10c
observed nationally only because the
granite-producing Maine why should
work While the bottle caps have background of thrills suggesting the
| no value to anyone other than the '49 days when six-shooters and cot Child" Is the greatest hope of every a^jal States declare them legal
Indiana sandstone be considered,
Superba Large Shrimp...............................2 cans 25c
I organization named to receive them, tonwoods hemp-hung with outlaws generation, but he can only begin ; holidays.
when uhiversally conceded to be of
with the world as he finds it. Yon !____________
it represents an opportunity for all i
t
cn inferior character?
users of Clicquot Club ginger ale to prevailed. Ls seen in "The Chey as a citizen, by your vote and by your J
custom''—are laying the foundation j
contribute to this fund at an added enne Kid,” Friday and Saturday.
Mothers! to
expense to themselves by the simple
It is rich in suspense and action. on which "Tomorrow's Child'' will I
Battling with Atlantic gales and
Pedro
De
Cordoba
ROCKLAND. MAINE
build.
"Tomorrow
’
s
Child"
demand
,
,
pro
less
of
saving
these
bottle
caps
Tom Keene, reckless, danger-loving
10 days overdue, a Danish freighter
reduce your family
of you a better chance, and—No Idea! ’
“Roses and Drums” will bring a /nd turning them in for redemption.
FREE DELIVERY
TELEPHONES 17 OR 18
was obliged to use part of its cargo for
Bottle caps should be turned in cowboy, is mistaken for a killer. An Can Be Higher than to bequeath ta '
new star to radio Sunday when
“Colds-Tax,” follow
fuel—the aforesaid cargo consisting
Pedro De Cordoba of Shakesperian to the Forty Club or any member, j unscrupulous gold assayer, threaten him A World Free From The Trage- 1
Vicks Plan for better
fame appears in another episode In many instances retail stores are ing exposure under which Keene ' dies of Beverage Alcohol.—From thc
of pulpwood. We who sit comfortably
in the program's Civil War series offering their services in collecting could not prove innocence, presses i W.C.T.U.
Control-of-Colds.
in our houses or offices little knew
-----------------over the CBS network at 5:00 p. m. caps from their customers, the re him, unsuccessfully, to murder his I
ATTRAC TIONS GALORE
the desperate straits to which sea
BASKETBALL BATTLES EST. De Cordoba will take the tailers in turn planning to turn in sweetheart s father, who owns a gold Tacco who have been suggesting
part of Major-General John Pope the bottle caps to the central collec mine. The father is shot by a des- • y,e inclusion of jokes In the Congresfarers are subjected during the win Will Be Seen At Sportsmen's and
wUh
in a dramatization of the second tion point, from which the caps will perado. but Keene is suspected. In a .ional Record Ixw have
Waldoboro 26, Lincoln, Jr. 21
ter storms. Every day's report from
Motor Boat Show In Boston
Battle of Bull Run. Reed Brown, be shipped to the Clicquot Club Com whirlwind of splendidly staged action
wu announces that 3 2 per
Waldoboro
High
journeyed
to
Newthe ocean is an epic at this time of
I
Jr., John Griggs and Elizabeth
Tom unmasks the guilty person and Mntt
,s non-intoxicating, and
One of the most striking of the, castle last night and took across the Love will appear in supporting pany to be converted into money.
To END a
year.
Local fraternal, social and service wins the girl. The climatic reels at- then prohibits its shipment into dry To PREVENT
many contests to be staged daily at Lincoln Juniors. E. Achorn starred roles.
Cold Sooner
many Colds
organizations are being advised of tain rapid fever pitch in sequences of 8tates.—Brunswick (Oa ) Pilot.
the New England Sportsmen's and The score:
De Cordoba, who made his first i this plan in an endeavor to violent hand-to-hand fighting, terIn order to speed up work on the Motor Boat Show, which ls to be held
Waldoboro
stage appearance with E. H. secure for it the widest possible rifle gun-load exchanges and windat
Mechanics
Building.
Boston.
Feb.
q
appropriation bill the Senate has vot
Pts Southern more than thirty years pubiicity. To be wholly successful paced riding—adv
F
13 ago, is well-’nown for his work in this oroposition must be a com- j
1
ed unanimously to put a 15-mlnute 4 to 11, will be the target revolver E Achorn. rf .......... 6
-----------------against the bow and arrow. That the piper. if ................. o
0 such Broadv y hits as “Arms and munity enterprise and it is sincere0
STRAND
THEATRE
limit on all speeches. That is an crude weapon of the Neolithic savage j Leavitt, c .....................1
2 the Man,” “The Road to Rome,” ly hoped that every citizen will make j
0
_____
emergency measure which the country can compete with the most accurate Heald. rg ................. 0
2 “The Jolly Roger,” as well as his it a point to save his Clicquot Club
2
Joel McCrea is outstanding as one
9 many Shakesperian roles.
might like to see adopted for the arm developed by civilized man, R. Achorn, lg ........ 2
5
bottle caps and see that they are I
seems
impossible,
but
some
sur

of
the new type of screen heroes,
turned
in
in
plenty
of
time.
Retailentire session.
Almost everybody has had a Cold or lhe Grippe, so we thought wr'd
prises are promised.
26
9
8
Whfcpering Jack Smith's pro
ers who have been interviewed are J He is six feet and some inches tall,
advertise something appropriate. Therefore we offer—
An act brand new to the show will
gram, “Fireside Fantasies," nhich
Lincoln
Junior
Varsity
enthusiastic in their support of the with rugged features ana a certain
AIRLINE BOYS' CLUB
be that of Peter McLaren, the world's
also
features
the
Three
Hum

Pts
plan, which Ls one of the most unique, j ..coUe«iate” slouchiness to his clothes
F
G
champion wood-chopper. There is a
mingbirds and Arnold Johnson s
timely and helpful propositions that He never uses make-up or arnishes
0
0
0
A Lincolnville 4-H Organization standing offer of $50 for any man
Orchestra,
will
be
broadcast
has
ever been offered to any com his hair; he meets the demand for
3
I
Weston,
rg
........
0
Which Has Made Auspicious Start who can chop through a lo? in 50
Thursday nights as well as Mon
munity.
3
1
Kimball,
c
...............
1
plausibility in romance. In "The
percent more time than it takes him
days and Wednesdays beginning
Rockland folks who will save the Sport
6
0
Parade,” coming Friday and
Our Lincolnville correspondent He can chop through a 16-inch oak Merrflield. If ......... 3
caps
for
the
Forty
Club
may
turn
tonight.
9
These are full size, good quality, and will come in handy.
3
X™ in . th.
nn., « Z Saturday Joel is seen as he actually
log in one minute flat McLaren has Pmce, rf
Writes-:
0
-T Iviv hit h^’nrn^.rt/rl S
iS' Pla>’in8 a Pa8« from his OWn life
0
Glidden, rg ............. 0
chopped
wood
all
around
the
world
where a box has been presided.
_a colle?e athletlc herQ
afUr
“Mrs Ella Reed, assistant leader
Recreating a post-war scene in
Former Kaiser Wilhelm of Germany
21
of the Airline Boys' 4-H Club of Lin was one of his pupils.
the famous Walter Reed hospital
graduation, goes out into the world
Referee Bailey.
SOUTH WARREN
in Washington, D. C., Howard
to make good on his own. William
colnville, entertained the club with
The most valuable collection of
Gargan. from the New York stage,
Thurston brings tomorrow night
their leader and nine gues’s Jan. 20. tropical fish ever shown in America,
Jigsaw
puzzles
are
much
ln
evidence
also in the film, ls another represen
Rockland Took Two
to his radio audience the story of
is claimed, will be exhibited by the
The finals of the potato judging con It
in this place, but some of us still tative of the new type. Evenly!
the effect of the war on one
Rockport High was sitting pretty
Boston Aquarium Society, which has
test brought the blue ribbon to Ray entered 400 tanks.
stick to the cross word puzzles.
matched physically and in looks, he
heroic officer. In “The Shellat the end of the third quarter in
The farmers are rejoicing at the and McCrea make an Ideal team of
Shocked Soldier," the magician
mond Drinkwater as winner. H. A
Wild animals will be found all Tuesday night’s game with Rock
These are light lan and wine colored, and are very pretty.
land but this satisfaction was short
snow as it enables them to get out two-fisted he-men. Marion Marsh
tells of one occasion when he was
Dean and H. A. Miller were invited over the place.
Best price we ever had.
is the heroine of "The Sport Parade"
their firewood.
lived for Coach Durrells team staged
entertaining the soldiers at this
New
Brunswick
guides
will
show
a
to assist in judging and both were new line of motion pictures of hunt a brilliant rally and the contest
Boys’ Pants are especially good sellers now, and we have some dandy
The special town meeting Saturday and Walter Catlett and “Skeett"—
hospital, and how, through an im
present with their wives. As out ing and fishing, as will also Nova wound up 32 to 21 in favor of the
Bargains!
pulsive action during this enter
was well attended from this section adv.
tainment, he was re ponsible for
The sudden death of Irvin Spear
standing farmers their expert advic? Scotia, and the upper Canadian prov Orange and Black crew. Collamore
restoring a shell-'hocked soldier's
has cast sadness over this place.
inces. Thousands of conifer trees and and Freeman were the high-point
WITH THE BOWLERS
was greatly appreciated.
Mrs. Nelson Moore of Warren vil- j
health.
tons of moss, evergreens, and stones men. The Rockland girls had things
‘‘Kenneth C. Lovejoy was most wel are used in the decorations, and these pretty much their own way. winning
lage was a dinner guest Friday at L.
At the Recreation Alleys last night:
come as he always is with his cheery are made to t^nd naturally with 41 to 13. Score of boys' game:
R Bucklin's.
South Thomaston 4, Kickapoo 1:
The
news
announcer
who
gives
words of encouragement. The lead the painted scenery.
Rorkland High
Mrs. Nettie Copeland recently Kickapoo 5, Barbers 0.
the Boston Globe broadcast over
s'!®
ers, Mrs. Drinkwater and Mrs. Reed,
called on Mrs. Rebecca Stryker a' j
____________
•
p
r
O
WEEI
at
8.20
a.
m
and
12.15
p.
m
surprised the company with refresh
FIRE IN BELFAST
Ralph
Smith's
in
Rockland.
THOMASTON
WINS
MATCH
0
2
Frohock, If .................... 1
begins his seventh year on the
ments of vanilla ice cream served with
Mrs. Anne Bucklin received a wire- |
____
0
6
Armata. If .................. 3
air next Tuesday. Hc has in
strawberry sundae and iced cakes.
Fire of undetermined origin which pejucan'e rf.................. 2
less birthday greeting from her son \ The series was evened up Monday
9
5
formed
the
world
of
some
astound

After the judging contest was con raged from 6 to 8 p. m.
yesterday iu
ln preeman c
55
111. yenicruay
Fred Bucklin in Port Arthur, Tex.
night when the Thomaston Rifle Club
1 11
ing events since he first faced the
cluded games were played. This was the lower part of the four-story Ma- v
'
-------------------------- ---------------------- handed the Eastern Division Rifle
0
0
“mike,” and has the very envi
I___________ A.,in * eager, c
the club's tenth meeting and one of sonic Temple block at the Atlantic
1
’ Club of Rockland a close defeat. The
3
1
able record of never having been
its best.
. Highway and Main street did dam- Thomas r"
0
j scores were so even throughout the
1 I absent or tardy at broadcasts.
1
’
.................... .....
"The Airline Club was organized in age amounting to many thousands of;
match that both anchor men were
“On My Set” has assurance that
late September. They have had ten ! dollars. The loss may reach a total
very hard pressed to squeeze In a vic
8 32 : he will make Rockland a brief
12
!
of
$40,000.
A
stock
of
goods
valued
meetings with an average attend
tory for their team, and only by su
visit during the first half of this
Rorkport High
at
$10,000
in
Winslow's
dry
goods
ance of 13 out of a membership of 15.
preme effort did B. C. Winchenbaugh
year.
F
P
j
store
was
destroyed,
and
the
fixtures,
with all 15 present at th$e Christ
of Thomaston change a likely loss
2
2
MIAMI, FLORIDA
mas meeting They presented their estimated to be worth $5000. were E. Annis. rg .................. 0
into a win. The final score of the
KIND
WORDS
APPRECIATED
2
2
Grant,
lg
........................
0
The
most
interesting
spot
In
leader, Mrs. Cora I. Drinkwater. with ruined.
high seven men was:
the Eistern Hemisphere dur
0
0
-------J.
Annis,
lg
...................
0
a sterling silver chain with a cameo
ing the winter months.
Thomaston
4 12 Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
In parts of China, it appears, it Ls j
c................. 1
pendant as a Christmas gift.
Strickland ................................ 169
0
0
Win'low-Ho'.brcok
Post,
American
possible
for
men
sentenced
to
execuWentworth,
c
...............
0
"Under her fine leadership they
Young ...............
168
0
2 j 1 .gion, wi'he to exprers its sincer ■
Payson, rf
In the heart of all activltlei.
have held two judging contests. Po tion to buy their freedom. Heads or L
Gray ........................................... 165
Snow, if
1
3 . thanks and appreciation tor the kind
Beautiful rooms and high
tatoes and beans were judged. Ray taels.—Humorist (London).
class service.
Libby ........................................... 153
— — 1 co-operation given during cur annual
A Modern Fireproof Struc
mond Drinkwater and Roy Wood:,
Butler ......................................... 145
9 21, food show last December. It ls coture. Every room steam heated
winning in the finals and receiving
BANKRUPT NOTICE
Rates: (European Plan)
Chisholm .................................... 145
R( feree. Wotton.
______ ' operation of this kind thal makes Ik'
their blue ribbons
Single
rooms
$2.50
per
day
There will be a meeting of the rredlt| Winchenbaugh ......................... 143
annual event a huge success and
upwards
"The club has had the pleasure of ors of Mont P Trainer of Rorkland.
Double rooms $5 00 per day
makes it possible to furnLsh a gener
Rorkland
Maine, who was ad nidged bankrunt
entertaining Norman S Donahue, January
upwards
I
28 1933. at the Knox County
ous amount of food and fuel to ap
Dr. Scarlott ....... !....... ................ 161
A Laura Jacobsen Cafe in the
Waldo County Farm Bureau agent Court House In Rorkland. Maine on the
proximately two hundred families.
Building
Bickmore .................................... 162
cnce and the county leader. Kenneth 18th day of February. ’933. at 1145
Please bear in mind that the Legion
Ownership-Management
A. M.. at whlrh time creditors may at
Ingredients
of
Vicks
Dowling ...................................... 159
C. Lovejoy on two occasions. The tend prove their rlalm- apoolnt a
WILLIAM
M.
URMEY
t
Pest will be very glad to reciprocalWhalen .....................................
153
ciub has very happy meetings and tiustee examine the bankrupt and VapoRub in Convenient Candy Form your many favors. Again let me
Strong ....................................... 151 STANDARD OIL COMPANY OF NEW YORK, INC.
such other business as may
also the close cooperation of the par transact
properly come before said mec'ir"
thank you for your kindness.
Merrill ....................................
148
ents of the members who are always
FREMONT .1. C. LITTLE.
Levi R. Flint, Adjutant
Nelson ................................. 158
PHONE ROCKLAND 115
Referee ln Bankruptcy.
u-ejcoraed cordially at the meetings." 14-lt

59 CENTS

J. A. JAMESON CO. “

EIGHT HANDKERCHIEFS
For 25 Cents

BOYS’ CORDUROY LACED-LEG

*

BREECHES
7 98c

WILLIS AYER

SOCONY

RANGE
OIL

for oil ranges

HOTEL URMEY

CLEAN
BURNING

PROMPT
DELIVERY

ECONOMICAL

TjleduxiteeLf

VICKS COUGH DROP

Every-OtKer-Day

TALK OF THE TOWN
COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS

Peb 4—Joint session of Knox and
I.lmerock Valley Ponionas at East Union.
Feb. 6—Monthly meeting of City Gov
ernment.
F»b ft—Forty Club Minstrels at High
School auditorium.
Feb. 7—Maud Andrews Lincoln reading
at Universalist vestry.
Feb. 12—Lincoln's Birthday.
Feb. 14—St. Valentine's Dav.
Feb. 14—Camden—C, C H Club Valen
tine Ball at the Opera House.
Feb. 1ft—The Junior Class. R. H. S..
presents "The Automatic Butler,” a
farce In three acts.
Feb. 17—Kippy Karnival at Rockland
High School.
Feb. 22—Washington's Birthday.
Feb. 22—Third annual Coast Ouard
balL Temple hall.
Feb 24 — Camden — Fifty-first Annual
Ball ot Atlantic Engine Co., at thr Opera
House.
June 14-15—Orand Army and allied
bodies meet ln Bangor,

WEATHER
The groundhog came out of his hole
thia morning, saw his shadow gave
two sniffs, and predicted skating in
March according to the morning
broadcast from Boston. But thLs was
out In Pennsylvania, mind you. If
he saw any shadow in Knox County
he must have good eyesight for it
was heavily overcast and misting all
the forenoon. There may be those
who take Candlemas Day seriously,
and if so they are permitted to pass
their own judgment as to whether
winter will have another flight or
whether we shall be ordering peas for
early planting. The barometer this
morning read 29.68 ana was falling.
The temperature was 46; hlgnest yes
terday, 50. Official forecast: Partly
cloudy today and slightly colder to
night.
Friday partly cloudy with
fresh southwest to west wind.
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Huntley-Hill Post Auxiliary will
Mr, and Mrs. R. E. Estes and A. C.
Mrs. Delphine Orne, mother of Ar
serve supper Saturday, and will have Jones attended the auto show in thur L. Orne, died thLs morning at
its regular meeting tomorrow.
Portland yesterday.
the home of her daughter in Vinal
haven. Funeral arrangements will be
According to Supt. E. L. Toner,
Oeorge B Davis who has been ill announced.
conditions are very normal in the with grippe resumed his duties
city schools, with more than 90 per on steamer Westport Monday. The
Charles C. Wotton refereed the
cent of the students and teachers entire crew Ls back on the Job once Ellsworth-Brewer basketball game
back on the Job.
last night, Stivle's school winning 29
more.
to 26. Tonight Wotton referees a
The new cruiser Portland, which
Mrs. A. L. Whittemore Ls teaching game ln Castine.
has been basing at this port the past full
time history at Dover-Foxcroft
ten days while having her standardi
Mirror Lake water in splendid con
zation trial and economy tests, left Academy, substituting for a teacher dition, according to the bacteriologi
who
is
on
leave
of
absence
on
account
yesterday for her final runs which
cal report received by the Camden
terminated at the builders' yard at of prolonged illness.
Rockland Water Co. yesterday from
Pole River. It Is understood that
the Maine State Department of
re will 'be no more ships here for I Woodbury Thomas, taking advan Health.
there
tage of the last day for hunting fox,
trial in quite a long time
returned from Liberty Tuesday night , In preparation for the installa
with a handsome animal, which will tion of Oolden Rod Chanter. O EB
go into a beautiful fox fur for his Feb. 15. there will be a rehearsal at
"Fred K. Owen muit have been
daughter. Miss Corice Thomas.
the Masonic Temple Sunday after
having another dream when hr
noon at 1 o'clock. All outgoing and
Mrs. Belle Frost past district incoming officers are asked to be
listed me as a candidate for
deputy grand matron. Installed1 offi present.
United States Marshal,” de
cers of Forget-me-not Chapter,!
clared Elisha W. Pike yester
O.E.S, South Thomaston, Monday
A monster rally with imported
day, "I am not a candidate for
evening. Several members of Oolden speaking talent will be held at thc
Rod Chapter attended the installa High School auditorium tomorrow
that office and have never
tion.
afternoon, serving as a fitting
dreamed of being. On the con
prelude to the two basketball games
trary I have been a hearty sup
The Rockland City Band is con to be played here that night the
porter of Mayor Charles M.
templating a concert to be given with ( Rockland and Camden teams. While
Richardson ever since he entered
the co-operation of the city matron the boys expect another hald
the latter part of February. The struggle, interest may be said to
the field for the marshalship.”
committee in charge comprises Ken center upon the girls game, as Sul
Judge Pike does not deny that
neth V. White, chairman; Thomas livan's lassies won at Camden only
he may seek federal office, hut
Flemming. Leon White, Jr. and Sam by a 40 to 38 score, aftPr coming
Small.
from behind.
certainly not that une.

Mrs. Agnes Bradley of Rumford, ,
Tbe Thrift Shop has closed for
Wendell Chaplw; won the two- the season. During the final two past president of the Maine Ameri
mile amateur race at The Spanish days 'Saturday and Monday), 34 can Legion Auxiliary, and who has
Villa skating rink Tuesday fright. pairs of mittens were given away, many friends in lhe Rockland auxili
Oliver Hamlin was second and clothing to 14 families and $50 do ary, is in Washington, D. C.. attend
Harry Robishaw was Hhird. Time, 9 nated to the Milk Fund. The re ing the session of the conference ol
women's organizations.
minutes.
Last night's winners maining articles were turned over to patriotic
were: James Breen, first; Oliver the Salvation Army and MLss Cor She recently returned from repre
senting Maine as national director
Hamlin, second. Time 9 minutes, 11 bett for distribution.
of the eastern division on the educa
seconds. The entries for tonight's
........... ___
The Courier-Gazette's "BarterCol- tion of war orphans and national
race are Oliver Hamlin.
Harry Robicommittee woman for the State of
Mrs. Mae Perry has resumed shaw, Ralph Olendennlng, Bernard “mn “£or,'d 100 per cent on its first Maine at the meeting of the national
teaching in Grade 1 at the Purchase Jameson, Sam Rogers, Raymond “?£ H V , jVCS lnad<‘1 lhe firs'- executive board of the Auxiliary at
Walsh ond Frank Hallowell
a.nt} ilked
tra(Je so well
street building.
_____
that he is offering a trade in behalf Indianapolis Jan. 28 and 29 Tuesday
Superior Court convenes next Tues-! ^^hr^anTsSk’^. Mrs. Bradley called on Senator Hale
Mrs Donald Kelsey Ls substituting
at the Capitol and lunched with
in the Junior Higii School for Miss
Very
Tilis bftrter column Is open to every- Representative-elect E. C. Moran,
cfvll business in sight should m body
Ls u fttct that somebody j Jr. and Mrs. Moran. In the afternoon
Elizabeth Hagar, who is ill.
more than outlast the week The di- can be jound reatjy t0 tra(je for a|_ she was a speaker at a meeting on
RegLster of Deeds Albert Winslow vorce mill Ls running true to form and : njosl anything from a used t k t0 the education of war orphans, ex
has resumed his duties after a pair there are numerous applications for [ . , b b carrla__
plaining that the eastern division is
u
y
8
of severe colds which came in succes citizenship. The term will be prethe leader in this activity. ThLs is
sided over by Justice Herbert T. Pow
sion.
Now. it appears, there will be no her second year in this branch of
ers of Fort Fairfield who was last Coolidge commemorative stamp The I patriotic work.
Capt. A. E. Rawley of the Eastern here in May. 1932, and who will be Postmaster General states that there
Steamship Lines is having a month's accompanied by Edw. T. Richardson is no precedent for issuing a stamp
GEORGE II. IIUKD
vacation. Capt Bert Wall navigating of Portland as stenographer. Judge honoring an ex-President that has
Powers and Stenographer Richard- just passed away. As to the Harding
the Cornish meantime.
After a long illness during which
son will be quartered at The Thorn-, variety_ President Harding was still his suffering was bome with remark
Pat Sweeney, who recently went to dike during Court. Traverse jurors in office when he died
bu own
New Jersey in pursuit of the elusive j WW report Thursday.
Postmaster General. Harry S. New. able patience and courage, Oeorge
job, cornered the critter this week ~ .
-------decided to issue the stamp. Later on, Henry Hurd passed to his heavenly
and will sail in a few days on one of j Kenneth V. While handled 294 mes- Coolidge may appear in the case of a home Tuesday evening, Jan. 24.
the Pennsylvania Oil Co.'s tanker.
sages over his short wave radio sta- new series, but such a decision will
Mr. Hurd was bom at Ash Point,
------tion last month. He has led the State be made when the new stamps are reDec. 19, 1869 to Luther and Jane
Secretary of State Tobey suspended in this respect a number of months quired.
(Harvey) Hurd, and had always
14 automobile drivers' licenses Tues and his activities have won him a
day, as the result of hearings held number of prizes. While this, of |
made his home in that town, where
the previous day. In the list is course, does not compare with the
his passing is mourned by the whole
George A. Oreenrose of West Rock 2938 messages handled in a single
community. He was a man cf sterl
port. The suspensions were in month by Carl Black, formerly of
ing character, upright in oil the
definite.
Rockland, who ls located at 3CXI..
walks of life, generous to a fault,
Army Amateur Radio Net station
charitable and unselfish by nature,
Accompanying a communication re- cliOW11 in Nt.w jersey, it Ls well to re
respected and beloved by all who
cently received at this offlce was this.
r that this Ls Carl's steady job, I
knew him. His unselfishness in his
complimentary expression;
“This; whUe Ken bas nunvberless activities
consideration for his loved ones and
little article will no doubt please the ranging from drug prescriptions to'
his faith in God were manifest to the
family, ail of whom for many years directing bands and orchestras,
last. Nov. 22, 1902. he was married
have accepted your columns as the I
_____
to Miss Katherine Frances McKusic.
last vcord in anything pertaining to
„ Blgelow Massachu.
who survives him. Of this union
life in Rockland.____
|
commissioner of public health.
three sons were born, Oeorge Ken
neth of Collingdale, Pa., Luther
Shirley of Darby. Pa., and Malcolm
Salvation Aral, building tJS.?. th. "»
’1.7™
Francis who died in infancy.
p -’fl-blishment which has plaved an.
influenza, rather than grippe,
During his illness Mr. Hurd was
tenderly cared for with untiring de
important role in local affairs hav- ’'
we
votion by his wife being assisted in
lng gone out of business. A bargain acute gr‘ppe;
day rush marked the closing days n,a>' start wLth a £®re throat or with
this loving ministry by the two sons.
He leaves besides hts widow and sons
of the institution.
a" acute,
upset
_____
Why people should call the present ■
a granddaughter Jeanne Hurd of
Darby. Pa. a sister Mrs. Charles
Frank Varney of Belfast and Ray- disease influenza, I don't know. Yet
Crowley of Ash Point, two brothers
mond Safford of Rockport were given some of the medicine people are try-- j
Alvin Hurd of Ash Point and Sidney
State prison sentences of two to four lng to panic people by calling it that ;
Hurd of South Thomaston and sev
years each by Justice Harry Manser let us call it grippe and let it go at
eral nieces and nephews.
in Androscoggin SuDcrior Court, that. If this killing thing that we
Mr Hurd was a Mason, a member
Convicted of the theft of an auto, call influenza comes, we are going
of Knox Lodge of South Thomas
they will be committed on expiration to know it."
ton and of Forget-Me-Not Chapter.
of a county jail sentence April 16
-------OES
____
Ike Merrill of Camden, winner of;
The funeral service Friday after
An interesting feature of the many golf honors in Maine, is sustainnoon was largely attended and con
Lions iClub meeting yesterday was , *ng his reputation in Florida. A St
ducted
by Rev. J. Charles MacDon
the address by Secretary A. E I Augustine (Fla.) despatch, dated
ald of the Rockland First Baptist
Brunberg, giving a history of caJen- . Jan. 30 says: "Playing all shots with
Church. Mrs. Marianne Bullard
■ "jj deadly accuracy and tossing in ocdars and describing two of the 200
sang, "My Jesus As Thou Wilt" and
propositions for a new calendar. Mr. ( casional 12 foot putts when needed.
“Lead Kindly Light." The flowers
Brunberg delivered his address be Jack B. Ryerson, Cooperstown, N. Y.
JUMBO
were remarkable for their beauty and
fore the Camden-Rockport Lions today won the qualifying medal in
abundance. The bearers were the
Club last night. Both organizations the annual championship of golf club
two sons Kenneth Hurd, Shirley
expressed high appreciation of his champions here. Ryerson had three
Hurd, brother Sidney Hurd and
birdies on the outgoing nine and
enlightening discussion.
nephew
Harvey Crowley.
'clipped two strokes from par to score
A large elm tree which has stood in 34-36—70. I. L. Merrill of Camden,
IKE MERRILL CLIMBS
front of the Episcopal rectory (for Maine, led Kironac of Walpole, Mass
merly the A. J. Shaw house on High and Tommy Goodwin of Monroe, N
Ike Merrill of Camden defeated W
street) has been taken down. Its y., tied for runner-up with 71 's. Two
C. Bradley of Bridgeport. Conn., 4 and
brother blew down several months former champions. Robert Wingate
3 at St Augustine, Fla., and has
ago. and fearful that it might share of Jacksonville and Carl L. Dann of
reached the semi-finals ln the con
the same fate, the owner doomed it Orlando, tied with Jack Toomer of
test for golf club championship.
to the axe. Workmen have been cut Jacksonville at 73.”
ting down a large elm which had
BORN
Capt.H. R. Huntley, the well known
been creaking ominously in front of
MOODY—At Rockland. Feb. 1. to Mr
the Lucy Farnsworth residence on Elm -Civil War veteran who has been
and Mrs. Ernest W. Moody of Waldo
"housed up” most of the winter, was
street.
boro. a daughter, weight eight pounds.
given a pleasant surprise on the day
KALER-At Knox Hospital. Rockland.
OLD FASHIONED
before
his
85th
birthday
last
wepk.
.Ian
30. to Mr and Mrs. Bernard C
The steamship Santa Cecelia. Capt.
Kaler. a son. Bernard Clinton
William Baker, is expected to dock at He had been urged to attend the
Portland today with a general cargo meeting of the Sons of Veterans Aux
DIED
from thc West Coast. His ship buf iliary, but did not feel quite equal to
STONE—At Thomaston. Jan. 31, Ida M.
the
effort.
In
the
early
evening
a
feted a five-day gale coming up the
wife of Gilman D. Stone, aged 74 years
9 months. 5 days Funeral Friday at
coast, but reached, her destination delegation arrived at his heme on
2 45 from 30 Beechwoods street.
Orace
street,
and
insisted
that
he
ac

with all well and no damage of con
SHERMAN—At Cushing. Feb. 2. Wilder
sequence—a characteristic result for company the visitors to the Orand
M Sherman. Funeral Monday at 2
this successful Rockland navigator. Army hall. "But I'm not shaved." he
o'clock from late residence
protested.
This
defect
was
quickly
Part of the cargo was discharged at
RICH—At Camden. Feb. 1. Allie. wife of
Capt. Moses Rich, aged 94 years. In
Boston and the balance will be taken remedied and at the hall Capt. Huntterment tn Bucksport.
ley
received
all
of
the
honors
that
out at Portland.
SPEAR—At Rockland, Jan. 30. Lucy
accompany a well managed birthday
(Peck), widow of William A. Spear
The Coast Guard cutter Kickapoo celebration, with a full fledged birth
Funeral Thursday afternoon at 2
o'clock
from 2 Main street.
day
cake,
an
address
by
Rev.
H.
R.
was at Eastport when the storm period
ADAMS—At Spruce Head. Jan. 31. Willis
came on last week, and on her way Winchenbaugh, etc. The guest ol
Albert Adams aged 75 years 4 months.
up the coast put ln at Southwest Har honor was highly pleased.
7 days. Burial ln Malden. Mass
bor where an unsuccessful attempt
ROSS—At Matlnlcus. Feb 1. G. Edward
George Wooster of Owl's Head was
Ross of Owl's Head, aged 60 years. 10
was made to salvage a wrecked craft.
months. 15 days.
A side trip was made to Matinicus arraigned before Judge Dwinal Tues
PHTLBROOK
—At Matlnlcus. Feb. 1.
whither the Kickapoo conveyed Miss day for trespass, malicious mischief
Francis K Philbrook of Owl's Head
Julia Young, who, on her way from and larceny, the specific offence
aged 36 years. 8 months. 6 days.
Braintree. Mass, called by the illness charged against him being that he
PIERCE—At Bangor. Jan. 27. Vesta A.
Pierce aged 83 years. 6 months. 18
ot her father, had been at Whitehead i'ent onto a woodlot owned by Mrs.
days. Burial In Swan’s Island.
several days awaiting an opportunity Phoebe Kerswell of St. George, cut
BROWN
—At thc Masonic Home. Utica.
to reach the island. The “Kick's" the tops from young maples and
N. Y.. Jan 25, Mrs. Harriett A Brown,
aged 76 years. 4 months. 23 days.
crew saw marvelous tides along the birches, selling them to Rockland par
GRAFTON—At Warren. Feb. 1, Amanda
coast, and at Popham Beach Tuesday ties for staking peas in the spring.
R.. widow of Dunbar Grafton, aged
saw evidences of much damage to Wooster claimed he had been given
90 years. 9 months Funeral Sunday
cottages, etc. The cutter will remain permission to cut on the premises by
at 2 o'clock from Levi Bucklin's resi
dence. Warren.
at this port for a few days unless an a man who had leased stumpage
rights there. This didn't carry much
STAHL—At. Waldoboro, Jan 30. Capt.
emergency call Is received.
Albion F. Stahl, aged 79 years. 5
weight with the Court, as the man in
months. 2 days. Funeral Thursday
Ernest Munro is running the Shell question no longer held the lease, and
at 1.30 oclock from late residence,
nterment ln thc German cemetery.
Gas Station, also selling Ooodyear he had been given permission only to
Tires. Union street, two doors rear trim up old slash, and not to behead
CARD OF THANKS
young trees. His sales in Rockland
Narrangansett Hotel.—adv.
We wish ln this way to express our
amounted to a number of loads.
heartfelt gratitude to all the relatives
Dan Munro wants the public to Wooster was sentenced to thc Men's
and friends for their many act* of kind
ness shown to our loved one during hia
know that he is still specializing in Reformatory at South Windham and
Illness. We wish also to thank thc
home cooking. Meals from 15 cents appealed.
friends and neighbors for all their
to a steak dinner that you can eat
thoughtfulness and kindness shown to
us In our recent bereavement and for
for 35 cents, and not forgetting his
I am ready to make out your in
CONFECTIONERS
the
beautiful floral tributes.
chicken pie dinners for 35 cents. come tax report. R. U. Collins, tele
Mrs. Oeorge H. Hurd. Mr and Mrs. G.
ROCKLAND, ME.
Munro's Restaurant, 8 Park street, phone 77, Rockland, 375 Main street.
Kenneth Hurd, Mr. and Mrs. L. Shlrlev
Hurd.
•
two doors from Park Theatre.—adv.
12-tf

Fresh Candies
CHISHOLMS

Salted Peanuts
25c lb

Salted Cashews
49c lb

Peanut Butter Chips
19c lb

Molasses Candy
18c lb

Tangerines
2 dozen 29c

Large Fla. Oranges
29c doz

Winesap Apples
35c doz.

CHISHOLM’S

Page Threi

Forty-five members of the Boys
Tomorrow night's Educational Club \ These are busy days around Stonand Girls Service Club cf Tillson speaker at the Copper Kettle will \ ington Furniture Co. Preparations
be Adjutant General James W. Han- j are tn full swing for the annual Feb
day provided by Baraca Class of I son of Augusta on "Pressing Maine ruary furniture sale which starts
the MethodLst Church, at the home
of Mrs. Jennie Allen Wilson. Mrs. | Problems of This Moment." Doro Saturday and several extra hands
William Ellingwood, class teacher, thie Harvie has charge of dramatics. are employed. Luther Smith who
was in charge with members of the I Qeorge Babb of Augusta will pre- was to have begun his duties as floor
class assisting. Rev. H. H. Marr ; sent hLs moving pictures of Famous manager several weeks hence, has
offered blessing, Mrs. Marr being
among the workers. Tne dinner next Birds, to the delight of all nature joined the staff for the sale period
Wednesday will be furnished bv lovers. Lenore Benner's paper, in and will continue active duty until
employes of the Central Maine the club's course on "Famous Folks" Mr. Marcus nnd MLss Sadie Marcus
Power Company. The children thank is on "The Man Gandhi." Ralph H. have returned from the Boston Fur
Al's Barber Shop and John Watts of j H. Trim's subject, as afternoon niture Show. At that time Mr
the Thorndike Hotel Barber Shop | speaker, "A Worthwhile Thing for Smith will take his vacation prior
for hair cuts given them.
Humanity."
' to regular duty about mid-March.

BUTTER

BREAD

7^

LANDd lakes
SWEET CREAM

UTTER
POUND

| THE FRIENDLY STORE*]

COMBINATION OFFER

NATIVE GOLDEN BANTAM

FLOUR SALE

Pancake Flour

PILLSBURY’S,

and Syrup

GOLD MEDAL,

Both
NORMAN R,

23c

MISS MUFFIT,

69c
55c

STOTT’S PEERLESS,

Log Cabin Is Always Good

65c

FANCY DRY CURE

1^

BACON, p°und’

Sugat

A Product of Swift

100 Pound Bag,

$4.25

25 Pound Bag,

$1.08

10 Pound Bag,

.43

2

COFFEE/Pound’

29<

CUT WAX

Half
Pound
Cake

This salt is also very handy to have
in the house for use on icy walks,
etc.

EVAPORATED MILK

3 Tall Cans 19c
TOMATO SOUP,
5 CANS

VEGETABLE SOUP,

26 Ounce Jar,

35c

WALNUTS, pound,

23c

YOUR MONEY BACK
—if you don’t say it’s the best
vegetable soup you ever bought.
Offer applies to only one can
to a customer.

07c

$1.15

SLICED BEETS, Can,

05c

2

ONE POUND SUGAR CURED SLICED BACON,

33c

OTHER GOOD VALUES

MEAT SALE
PORK TO ROAST,
CHUCK ROAST,
BONELESS POT ROAST,
OVEN ROAST BONELESS RIB,
RUMP ROAST OF BEEF,
NATIVE VEAL ROAST,
ROASTING CHICKENS,

Ib
Ib
Ib
Ib
lb
Ib
Ib

09c
08c
14c
18c
12c
19c
19c

BEEF

lb 1 5c
05c,

08c

BUY THESE ITEMS
2 POUNDS FOR 25c

6 for
2 dozen

FANCY GRAPEFRUIT,
TANGERINES,

25c
35c

SWIFT’S BROOKFIELD CHEESE
SoAN

2 PACKAGES, 2?
An Outstanding

Value

SUNKIST ORANGES,
FLORIDA ORANGES,
FANCY STRING BEANS,
BROCCOLI,
NEW BUNCH BEETS,
FRESH CARROTS,
FANCY TURNIPS,
SAGE CHEESE,

2 dozen
2 dozen
3 qts.
3 lbs
3 bunches
4 bunches
bushel
pound

29c
35c
25c
25c
25c
23c
43c
29c

SWIFTS SILVER LEAF PURE LARD

STEW LAMB OR BEEF
HAMBURG STEAK—SAUSAGE PATTIES
BEEF OR LAMB LIVER
SLICED BACON—FRANKFORTS
POCKET HONEYCOMB TRIPE

45c

VEAL UVER, Po""d’
NATIVE VEAL STEAK,
PORK STEAK,
NATIVE VEAL CHOPS,
ROUND STEAK,
CUBED STEAK,

29

LARGE
20 OZ CAMS

HORMEL ^ VEGETABLE SOUP

ONE DOZEN STRICTLY FRESH NATIVE EGGS,

Ib

21c

DOUBLE

SALT PORK, Pound,

OTHER GOOD CUTS,

20c

KETCHUP,, 2 large bottles,

Carton of Six Boxes, 21c

THICK RIB,

21c

PEA BEANS, 3 quarts,

204

CIGARETTES, Carton,

25c

JOHNSON BEANS, 2 qts.

DIAMOND MATCHES

BRISKET BONELESS

25c

BEANS, 3 Cans,

PLAIN OLIVES

Choco
late

|Q
15/C

CORNED

57c

10 POUND BOX

MAXWELL HOUSE

ICE CREAM SALT
PACKAGES

MACARONI,
SPAGHETTI,

25'

And a Dump Body Truck Free

Baker’s

5 POUND

CORN,3 Cans’

Ib
lb
lb
lb
lb

29c
18c
25c
18c
20c

4 ROUND PACKAGE,

29c

4 LB. PAIL SWIFT’S COMPOUND,

29c

MILD CHEESE,
FANCY SPINACH,
FRESH CHICORY,
NORTHERN SPY APPLES,
SPANISH ONIONS,
FRESH RHUBARB,
NATIVE POTATOES,

FIG UVER,3 p~*

Ib
peck
peck
peck
4 lbs
2 lbs
bushel

19c
21c
29c
23c
25c
29c
53c

25‘

Every-Other-Day
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of the missing Fleetwing. and drove
HAS BEST FLAVOR
Tell me, What's happened?
How did you get Into this chaotic j up to the place where we had seen
the fire in the gulch. We left our Maine McIntosh Red Wins
place?"
car nnd climbed down to see what
She pointed, and. following her
Warm Commendation In
had burned. It was a hlg car.' so
gesture, he saw a mine bucket stand
badly wrecked that we could hardly
ing at the end of the passage, with
New York
Famous Russian Market Is
tell whal it was; but I guess it was
a rope attached which disappeared
the Fleetwing."
upward In a chlmncy like shaft.
Named for Novelist
“No apple comes to New York that
“'Thai is the way I came," she
“Another mystery! Is that all?”
has a flavor equal to the Maine Me 1
said. "I was lowered In that bucket
Washington.—After more than 700
“Not quite. While we were look
Intosh,” declared Josech Sicker of j
from somewhere up above. I'm glad
Ing at the wreck somebody began the Joseph Sicker & Company, New years of fame as a great Russian
I couldn't sec what they were doing
shooting at us from the road on the York, in addressing more than 300 market, Nizhni Novogorod recently
with me."
was officially erased from the world
other side of the gulch. We ducked
“You couldn't see? Were you
nnd climbed up through the woods apple growers attending the Western map when the Soviet government
blindfolded, too?"
to where the shots had conic from. Maine Fruit Growers convention renamed the city "Maxim Gorki,"
“Yes, were you?"
There were two men. and the shoot ate last week in Auburn. Sum- In honor of the Russian novelist, a
“I was. Indeed." Then, “You're
er said they had been told there narizing, he said: “You have quality. 1 native eon.
not afraid of the dark, are you?"
"A city of 300.000 Inhabitants,
were bears in the mountains, and
ou have appearance; you have con“No-not when 1 can reach out and
he'd taken us for one. There was
umers who would be glad to buy sprawling along the banka of the
touch somebody that I know."
nothing to be done about it, so we I /cur apples it you let them know Oka and Volga rivers where they
“All right; I’ll blow the candle out
let them go,"
: ou have them." Sicker recommend- converge, Maxim Gorki la a husky
and save It. It's the only one there
d the auction method ol marketing child of water-borne commerce.”
“Can you put it all together and
i Maine apples.
ls. " And with the return of the
says a bulletin from the Washing
CHAPTER XI. CONTINUED
make the pieces fit?" she asked.
back seal" of a ear "whlclT was be
Twenty-three charter members of ton (D. C.) headquarters of the Na
pitchy darkness. "Now, tell me all
"After a fashion. Those three
ing driven soaiewhere at reckless
about It."
“We were out for a'call on one
men we followed all the way from Maine's first 90 per cent Clean Ap-1 tional Geographic society.
speed. When he stirred, the man
Club received honorary recogni- [
"You'll
hardly
believe
me
when
I
“Long before the city became a
of the neighbors, and when Miss
Indiana are the hank robbers, and i1 ole
at his left pressed something point*
.on at the meeting. Certificates
do. Owen. You know that Wally
Hetty telephoned to say that you j ed against his ribs, and a gracing
they think we've got something on vere presented by A. L. Deering, di railroad center and telegraph wires
and 1 had dinner with the Smiths at
were staying at Hillcrest for din i voice at his ear said, ' You've
them. That accounts for what’s
ce tor of the Extension Service at linked It with important commercial
ner, Mrs. Stillings told her to look I been asking for It for a good while, j Hillcrest, didn't yon?"
been happening to Wally and me;
he University of Maine. In present- and industrial centers of Europe and
"Yes; Wally got me on the phone
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given It. A problem which many In the throes of a deep controversy
WHEELER’S BAY
of the bank building elevator and
"It
makes
cold
chills
run
up
and
other cities are fighting ana a prob over the definition to be given birds’
Mr. and Mrs. H. E. Rackllff have
stairway entrance was a car with j no outlet Leg-weary finally, he
down
my
back.
’
(a
there
any
more
lem to which every one must give his nests.
returned from Fast Weymouth. Mass..
its motor running, but with Its ( was about to stop and rest when
of It?"
cooperation willingly and with no
| after spending a few days with their
lights turned off. His first thought I he heard sounds that he could com
A
small
number
of
neats
from
the
“A little more. We came on. and
thought for personal gain."
pare to nothing but sobs of a hu
1 daughter Mrs. F. W. Miller.
had been that it was Starbuck's car.
Orient, prised for soup making, find
WHAT IS THIS?
as we were driving down the moun
Mrs Wilbur Dennison and little son
man being In distress.
but as he heard it, he had seeD that
their
way
Into
Great
Britain
each
tain road above Lake Topaz, we saw
j Robert have returned home after be“
Gosh!
What
is
this!
”
ex

Unable
to
determine
from
which
it was a different make.
year.
something on fire In a deep gulch,
I ing at the home of Mrs. A. M Plerclaims Teddy pointing to some
Since It was blocking the way. I of the confusing passages the
Technicians wonder if a bird's
i >on for two weeks.
and wondered what it could he. The
thing
swinging
on
a
slender
lie stepped aside to pass behind it. | sounds were coming, he found it at
nest la a vegetable, a fruit, a fabric
Mrs. John Rein is in Kjjox Hospital
next day we made Inquiries in Brew thread in front of him. "Oh, I
last by the trail anderror method.
or a building material.
When he was in the rear of the
j il. from pneumonia.
ster to find out If the Fleetwing had
know, he was thc little fellow
At the foot of the steep incline
car, and before he could step up to
Miss Maxine Rackliff was given a
come in the night before. So far as
who made a king take heart, lie
dowa which he slid, digging his
I surprise party Saturday, on her fifth
the curb, the softly idling motor
we could learn. It hadn't.
taught
the
king
a
lesson
about
heels In and clutching for hand
birthday. Those present were Alvin
suddenly roared alive and the car
IN FIGHTING AGAINST
Since 1840 this firm has falthtn'i"We spent that evening with Mr.
patience and perscrverance.” If
holds, the flickering light of the
Rackliff, Ethel Rackliff, Harold
leaped backward at him. There
served
the
families
of
Knox
County
Starbuck,
and
on
our
way
back
to
you can't remember what it was,
Rackliff. Olive Cline, Herbert Rack
candle revealed the figure of a wom
was time only for s futile effort
FLU-GRIP
LADY AT PENDANT
take a pencil and join all tlu
liff. Mavnard Rackliff, Annie Rack
an. She was sitting on the floor of the hotel we were set upon by three
to save himself, and then the street
Keep the bowels open and take
men. I was sandbagged and knocked
numbered dots together, starting
liff, Maxine Rackliff. Cocoa, cake
Day Telephone 450—731-I
the passage with her back to the
pavement rose up to smite him into
out, but Wally beat them off and
and confections were served.
with dot number one and ending
BROWN’S RELIEF
wall, and she was crying. Quickly
pblivlon.
BURPEE’S
helped me to the hotel. The next
Little Miriam Cline is staying with
with dot number thirty-eight, ft
he recognized her and ran to kneel
When he came to he found himon arising and retiring
her aunt Mrs. Elizabeth Baum for a
day we thought we'd see If
is his name and it has six letters
ROCKLAND, ME.
beside
her.
“
Betty!"
he
gasped.
Menthol
Cough
Drops
self tied and blindfolded and
few days.
couldn't find out. what had
in it.
Norway Medicine Co.
1-tf
"What under heaven are jou t^oing
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Keep Watch for the
“Feverish Cold”
If you are “run down” or out of
condition, if sluggish bowels have
allowed poisonous impurities to
accumulate in your system, you
are very liable to suffer from
“feverish” colds.

Dr.Trues Elixir
Laxative Worm Expeller
will ward off or lessen these attacks by
(tiring relief from constipation.

Mrs. E. W. Stephan of 31 Kenberma Road, Dorchester, Mass.,
writes: — “It was recommended
to me by a relative wbo had used
it for years, and I in turn most
sincerely recommend it, most of
all for children, but also as a
laxative for adults.”
V Successfully used for 81 years.

Schools in town will close Friday
for the winter vacation.
The snow plow was called out Sun
day and Monday to clear the cross ■
roads after the blizzard of Saturday
night and Sunday.
The ladles' auxiliary met at Hall's
cottage last TTiursday and IB mem
bers were present. A good amount
Of sewing and cutting was disposed
of. Lunch of salmon wiggle, olives on
crackers, cookies and coffee was
served by Mrs. Hall and Mrs. Florence
McLoud.
Rev. Nellie Wayer and Mrs. R. 8.
Knight motored to Augusta Thursday
of last week on business.
Mrs. Florence McDonald was the
recipient last week of a box of oranges,
grapefruit and tangerines from her
son Charles Berry who Is passing the
winter In Miami, Fla.
The ladles auxiliary will meet this
week Thursday with Mrs. Hazel
Fettle.
Mr. and Mrs. Allen Morton and
Mrs. Hazel Pottle attended the O E S
Installation In Searsmont and report
a delightful occislon
Our pastor Rev. Nellie Wayer U
having a vacation of two weeks from
her church duties and social activities
Ralph Knight has returned from
Albion where he has had employment
There is much sickness in town.
Among those on the list are Rea Railkin and W P. McCobb Mrs. Ethel
Heal who has been ill is convalescing
A. M. Ross and A. E Knight were
business visitors In Rockland Sat
urday.
• • • •
Dole-Flan

A wedding of interest to many in
this town took place at Belfast Jan
Firemen know chit I’nguentlne 24 when Rev. William Vaughn unit
stops agonizing pain ana helps heal ed In marriage Mrs. Carrie Flagg of
without ugly scars. Ask your druggist T incolnvllle and Harry Doie of
for the red-and-yellow tube, 50c.
Chelsea. They were attended by their
close friends Mr. and Mrs. H A
Miller.
Mrs. Dole has many friends here
who are glad to know that they an'
to reside in her lovely home "The
Maples" at Clarke's Comer. Mr. Dole
‘s highly esteemed by a host of friends,
rod acquaintances made throuehou
the State in the past 13 years where
Heed Promptly Kidney and
he has held Important positions ir.
Bladder Irregularities
highway construction and repair
Are you bothered with blad
work. Mr. and Mrs. Dole have thr
der irregularities, getting up at
sincere wishes of a large circle of
night and nagging backache?
friends for many year.s of ha,ppv
Heed promptly these symp
married life.
toms. They may warn of some
The bride's gift from the groom wa>
disordered kidney or bladder
a full set of Ever Wear aluminum and
condition. Users everywhere
an Aladdin table lamp.
rely on Doan's Pills. Praised for
50 years the country over. Sold
EAST BOOTHBAY
iy all druggists.

Kidneys
trouble you?

DoeaYs
ills

He Stopped Cold
By Ending Sore
Throat Quickly
Fon t wait until a cold gets a atranala
hold, and then try to phyaic and dose it
away. Even 12S years aro a better way wu
invented. At that time a wiae old New
England
doctor
discovered
Johnaon'a
Anodyne I.inimcnt and ahowed folks here
abouts how easily it stopped colds before
they could get well started.
When you first feel that dry. scratchy,
irritated feeling in your throat, gargle
with a teaspoonful of Johnson's Anodyne
I.inimcnt in a cup of warm water. Then
bathe the nut-ide of your throat and neck
well under the cars with the pure liniment.
In thia way you take all the "bite" out of
a cold before it's had time to take hold.
A generous bottle of Johnson's Anodyne
I.inimcnt costs only Xlf, or yon can get
three limes as much for fiOC. It has been
the enemy of pain since 1810. Try it.

WOMAN LOST 10
LBS. IN A WEEK
Mrs. Betty l.uedeke ol Dayton writes:
“I am living Krusehen to reduce weight
—I lost 10 pounds in one week and can
not say too much to recommend It."

To take off fat easily. SAFELY
and HARMLESSLY-take one half
tcaspoonful of Krusehen in a glass
of hot water in the morning before
breakfast—it is the safe wav to lose
unsightly fat and one bottle that
lasts 4 weeks costs but a trifle Get
it at any drugstore In America, If
this first bottle fails to convince vou
this is the safest way to lose fat—
money back.
But be sure and get Krusehen
Salts—Imitations are numerous anti
you must safeguard your health.

Rheumatism
Pain—Agony Starts To
Leave In 24 Hours
Happy Days Ahead For You
Think of H how thl« old world docs
make progress now cuincb a prescrip
tion which Is known to pharmacists as
Allenru and within 48 hours after you
start to take this swift acting formula
pain, agony and Inflammation caused
by excess uric acid has started to depart.
Allenru does Just what this notice
says It will do—It Is guaranteed by David
L. McCarty. Druggist, and leading drug
gists to do It—you can get one generous
bottle for 85 cents and If It doesn’t
bring the Joyous results you expect your money whole hearteuly returned

Sleep Fine
Avoid Kidney Acidity

Thousands suffering and losing enrtgv from Octtlng Up Nights. Backache.
Stiffness. Leg Pains. Nervousness, Acidity
or Burning, caused by poorly function
ing Kidneys nr Bladder, should use
Cystex I pronounced Slss-tex) specially
prepared for these troubles. Works fast,
circulating through system In 15 min
utes Only 75c at druggists. Guaran
teed to fix you up or money back on re
turn ol eau-'v.-' package.

Mrs. Byron Brewer and Miss Edit*
Coleman were recent guests of Mrs
Lsvancba Barter of West Harbor
There were 12 members at the
meeting of the Junior Outld which
was entertained bv Mrs. Lawrer.er
Farnham Monday evening.
The Junior Bridge Club met with
Mrs. Leroy Blake last week Wednes
day evening.
Miss Nina Van Hom is caring foi
Mrs. Nina Murray who is confined to
her bed with a severe cold
Miss Virginia Pinkham of Bco'hba’
Harbor has been a visitor the post
week at the home of Mr. and Mrs
Haney Barlow.
The Monday Club was entertained
by the Friday Night Club of Boothbay Harbor last week. Supper wac
served after which the two clubs en
joyed the evening with contract
bridge.
Nearly everyone in this place ha-,
been the victim of flu and there is
yet much sickness. One case of scar
let fever has been reported at Linekin.
A large company attended the bas
ketball games at Boothbay Harbor
Wednesday evening of last week when
all six teams in the league played.
There will be a regular meeting o
Crescent Chapter. O.E.S., Feb. 7.

WANTTOLOOKYOUNG?
The secret of keeping young is to
feel young—to do this you must watch
your liver and bowels—there’s no
need of having a sallow complexion—
dark rings under your eyes—pimples
—a bilious look in your face—dull
eyes with no sparkle. Your doctor will
tell you ninety per cent of all sickness
comes from inactive bowels and liver.
Dr. Edwards, a well-known phy
sician in Ohio, perfected a vegetable
compound as a substitute for calomel
to act on the liver and bowels, which
he gave to his patients for years.
Dr. Edwards Olive Tablets arc
gentle in their action yet always effec
tive. They help bring about that nat
ural buoyancy which all should enjoy
by toning up the liver and clearing the
system of impurities.
Dr. Edwards Olive Tablets are
known by their olive color. 15c,30c,60c.

RAZORVILLE
The new snow plow had a good
trial during the lost snow storm as
some of the roads were badly drifted
Rose 8malley has sold her lumber
to Leslie Savage who is hauling It
across the pond to B. H. Lincoln's
mill.
George Finley has secured a fine
position at Hebron as overseer of the
seminary farm and is at present
there getting familiar with the
work. Mrs. Finley will follow later
when the town schools close.
E. A Johnston was recently at
North Washington surveying lines.
The High School will give the play.
"Jimmie,” at Union, Feb. 9, and it is
a scream from start to finish.
Mrs. Ella Brann who has been ill
from grippe is now able to be out
again. Nearly every household has
one or more cases.
Mr. and Mrs. Derwin Crockett
visited their home in Portland Sat
urday and Sunday.
Mrs. Echth Overlock spent last
week with her cousin Miss Blanche
Johnston.
Edna Jones who was ill last week
has now returned to school.
The Washington Senators basket
ball team played the Co F team, Jan.
30. at City hall in Augusta.
Installation ol officers of Fond-dulac Chapter took place Jan. 18. Wal
doboro Chapter was represented by
30 members. Mrs. Ida Stahl was
installing officer and Madeline Cane
marshal. The officers: Eva Moores,
W.M..; Fred Ludwig, worthy patron;
Hannah Staples, associate matron;
Sanford Cargill, associate patron;
Marion Mitchell, conductress; Lellla
Pierpont.
associate conductress;
Nina Johnston, secretary; H. D
Moore, treasurer; Edith Overlock,
chaplain; Blanche Johnston, organ
ist; Esther Peabody, marshal; Helen
Bowes, Adah; Ida Hatch. Ruth;
I Clara Overlock. warder;
Nellie
| Crooker. Esther; Harvey Moores,
| sentinel; Ina Ludwig, Electa.

NORTH HOPE

H. A Bullard of Alfred and Neil
Dow Stanley of Pittsfield, salesmen
for the Elmore Milling Co. of One
onta. N. Y., were in town last week
In the interest of that company, and
Thursday they were callers at Wil
low Brook farm. Other visitors at
Willow Brook were Mr. and Mrs. L.
H. Perry, son Alvin and daughter
Bernice of Owl's Head. Mrs. Ida
J Pease, William Brown and Earl Lud
wig.
E. Donald Perry who has been ill
the past week from a severe attack
of grippe is now much improved.
Mr. and Mrs W. E. Hall enter
tained the Hilltop Club Jan. 19
Several members were not able to be
: present on account of illness. The
I same holds true of attendance at
J Hope Grange at recent sessions.
Sunday visitors here were Miss
j Grace Wentworth. Karl Wentworth,
' Miss Clara BarJtett of Searsmont
I and Donald Smith of Belfast.
Donald Perry who has been ill the
past two weeks with grippe is now
able to be out again. Karl Went
worth has been driving for A. I
Perry while making his Tuesday
trips to Camden during Donald's Ill
ness.
FRIENDSHIP
Mrs. R. L. Coose and son Karl
The village school reopened Mon Wentworth of Searsmont were guests
day after a vacation of one week on of her parents a few days last week
There has been very little snow
tccount of the prevailing epidemic
but due to small attendance, was in this vicinity thus far. and nearing
closed again for the remainder of the coast line the snow usually turns
to rain. Reports from Pittsfield and
this week.
The enow plow made Its first ap other inland towns tell of plenty of
pearance of the season Monday. snow there. Friday snow began sift
Frank Wot ton and Fred Felker were ing down here in very fine flakes,
continuing all day. and yet at night
operating it.
The 4-H Club met Saturday at fall there was not much covering
the ground. Saturday was about the
Mrs. W. H. Hahn's home.
Chris Nicholson of Monhegan was same with very' high wind in squalls,
in town Monday after material for the snow drifting on the choss-roads.
lobster traps. A rough estimate of Sunday morning it was snowing
the fishermen's loss on the island thickly and continued about all day.
was 76 out of eiery 100 traps on ac The snow plow came through Sunday
night, and went by Willow Brook at
count of the gale of last week.
Mrs. Daniel Darts of Boothbay just 1 o'clock, on its up trip, and its
Harbor visited her parents. Mr. ano return only a few minutes later, as
Mrs. Melvin Simmons, last week this is almost the end of their sec
Miss Virginia Thibodeau, who has tion. Everyone appreciates the good
been her guest has returned to her roads and cannot refrain from con
home here. Mrs. Davis is now visit trasting the days of poor roads and
ing her sister, Mrs. Cora Cushman, winter snow-drifts, with long days
and no one in sight on the drifted
at the Harbor.
highway not so very many years ago

GROSS NECK
Mr. and Mrs. Alden Waltz were
guests Sunday of Mr. and Mrs. Perley
Waltz at Waldoboro.
Mrs. James McLain of Broad Cove
is employed at Charles Oeele's.
Several in this place are confined
to their homes with grippe colds.
Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd Light and
daughter of Camden were visitors
Monday at Melvin Genthner's.
Mr. and Mrs. Elroy Gross of Wal
doboro spent a few days last week
with Mr. and Mrs. William Gross.
Mrs. Clifford Winchenbach and son
Clyde of West Waldoboro were callers
Monday at Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Gcele's.
Mrs. Alden Eugley of Kaler's Cor
ner recently visited her sister Mrs
Alden Waltz.
Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Mastcn of Nu>ley, N. J., were called home Sunday by
the serious illness of Mrs. Masten's
father. Charles Geele.

TRACED TO MILK
According to our health authori
ties something like 25 per cent of all
tuberculosis in human beings can be
traced directly to cow's milk. In
some cases when cows are con
sumptive the germs are present In
their milk. This is why we have our
cows tuberculin tested and one of
the reasons for pasteurizing milk,
says the Pathfinder.

SOUTH WALDOBORO
Putting Jig saw puzzles together
and wrestling with grippe seems Vo
be the pastime In this locality of late.
Mrs. Alice F. Burrows died Sunday
morning after a long illness. Obitu
ary deferred.
Rehearsals are being held for the
three act comedy. "The Beantown
Choir."
• • • •
Mrs. Bertha Pitcher
Mrs.
Bertha
(Winchenbach)
Pitcher, one of the oldest residents of
this place died Jan. 20. Mrs. PitcheT,
or Aunt Berth, as she was neighborly
called, had been ill for a long time,
but a bad fall about four weeks ago.
followed by pneumonia hastened her
death. She was a great home lover,
yet always ready, while her health
permitted, to help in any worthy
cause. In her last illness, she
had the care ajid devotion of her
daughter-in-law, who administered
to her needs in every passible way.
Mrs. Pitcher leaves one son, J. Cur
tis, in Milton, and who has been
very devoted, making many trips
from that city to comfort snd aid
his aged1 parent in the evening ol
her life. Another son Pelton died
several years ago.
Beautiful floral tributes covered
the casket. Rev. G. A. Collins con
ducted the last rites and Interment
was In the family lot In Sweetland
cemetery.

Continued From Page One)

require that motor vehicles used to
transport freight or merchandise for
hire should obtain a certificate of
"public necessity and convenience"
from the public utilities commission.
Operators would have to file sched
ules of rates with the commission
and be under the general super
vision of that body and subject to
its jurisdiction and control as are
railroads.
The Penobscot senator also intro
duced a bill to limit prosecutions for
manufacture of Intoxicating bever
ages under the state prohibitory law
to cases where Intent to sell was
shown.

Educational Measures
The beginning of the expected fight
over attempts to reduce expenses for
educational purposes was seen with
presentation of several highly con
troversial measures. One by Rep.
Fenlaron of Anson would abolish and
discontinue the Eastern Maine Nor
mal School at Castine while another
by Rep. Ashby of Fort Fairfield
would authorize suspension for twe
vears of not more than three of the
normal schools.
A bill by Senator Story of Aroos
took would reduce the mill tax for
support of the University of Maine
to two-thirds of a mill.
The budget, recommended to the
Legislature last week, would cut ap
proximately $500,000 from the de
partment of education's appropria
tion.
Motor vehicles would be required
pay the State gasoline tax on all fue"
carried in auxiliary tanks, under a
bill by Rep. Soper of Newport. This
would clarify the present law ajid re
quire vehicles with such tanks to re
port to the State highway police
on entering the State.
A two year suspension of State
stipends to agriculture societies
State aid to libraries, purchase of
books, cash expenses of the State his
torian and geologist, topographic
mapping, and the appropriation forabolishment of grade crossings would
be provided under a bill, with emer
gency clause, by Senator Robie of
Cumberland.
Other Bills and Acts
Another bill by Robie would admit
o-.teonaths to practice in all hospltaV
receiving state aid.
Bills to repeal the bounty on por
cupines and to reduce that on bob
cats from $20 to $8 were introduced
by Reps Smith of Masardis and Stei ling of Carratunk.
Cigarette and tobacco advertising
on billboards, street car signs or pla
cards would be prohibited under a
measure by Rep. MacPherson of
Easton.
The "blanket” appropriations bii
for the next biennium was presented
by Senator Viles of Kennebec, chair
man of the committee on appropria
tions and financial affairs The re
solve was included with the budge*
committee report last week.
The public utilities committee
would be directed to investigate
charges and fees for electric curren
In York County, under a measure b'
Rep. Valley of Sanford.
An unemployment insurance com
mission and an employers' mutual
unemployment Insurance componwould be created under a bill by Rep
Allison of Biddeford, while an art
rommlssion would be provided bv
Wright of Bath.
The Allison bill differs but slightly
from the measure he put forward twe
years ago.
D’vereux of Penobscot would ap
propriate $100,000 to the Bucksport
* Prospect Perry Co., "for damages'
caused by construction of the WaldoHancock bridge, while Rep. Hawkes
of Richmond would give the public
utilities commission power to suspend
collection of tolls on the RichmondDresden bridge across the Kennebec
river. Since the bridge was built its
receipts have been far below require
ments for operation and payments on
its construction cost.
• • • •
Regulation of motor trucks using
highways of Maine for the trans
portation of property for hire anr
placing such operations under
supervision and control of the Maine
Public Utilities Commission is sough
in a bill introduced by Senator
Weat-herbee of Lincoln. The btl’
seeks to regulate and place unde:
State control only such vehicles as arc
using the public highways for trans
porting goods for profit- No regula
tion or supervision is sought for
trucks carrying the property of the
owmer. which, it was pointed ou».
exempts the farmer's truck, the groceryman's truck and other such com
mercial vehicles.
Pleasure automobiles and other
passenger carrying vehicles are not
Included in any of the provisions of
the bill. Trucks operating exclusively
within the limits of a single conunun-

When Your Daughter
Comes toWomanhood
Give Her Lydia E. Pinkham’s
Vegetable Compound
Moat girls In their teens need a
tonic and regulator. Give your
daughter Lydia E. Pinkham's
Vegetable Compound for the next
few months. Teach her how to
guard her health at this critical
time. When she to a happy, healthy
wife and mother she will thank
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lty or within 10 miles of the limits
thereof are also exempt, as are gov
ernment or municipally owned trucks.
The bill has the approval of the
Executive Committee of the Maine
Railroad Employes and Taxpayers
Association, an organization of ap
proximately 10,000 members in the
State, and the support of the rail
roads in Maine.
• • • •
The Legislative committee on
Claims Tuesday heard six petitions
totalling more than $2000 for damage
done motor vehicles on the highwayof the State by "charging" moose and
deer.
The largest claim, $1000, was sough;
by A. D. Davis * Son, Thomaston
undertakers, who said their S4IF"
hearse was damaged by a moose
Davis testified that repairs cost $239
but the two-ton machine has b- ;n Ir ,
the garage "every week since the
accident" because the timing system
was so disordered by the crash.
Lester Delano of Friendship a-ketl
$80.80 which he said he paid to hav
Lis automobile repaired after a moos< !
“tried to Jump over the car but land
ed on the radiator."
W. Rayford Leach of Penobscot
a University of Maine student, told
the committee he "almo t had to give
up college" because a rampant deer
“tipped my car over." He .said he j
uced the machine for commuting be
tween home and college and that the [
accident cost him $150 besides depriv
ing him of his only means of trans- J
porta tion.
.Lewis M. Simmons of South Thom- j
aston wanted $38 to repay him for
damages to his car incurred in a :
‘angle with a moose, and H. B Burnr
of Friendship would like the State t" !
poy his garage bills of $45.28. ir- I
curred after a deer “ruined" his auto- I
mobile.
Charles H French of Cooper's Mills
isked for $35, because his cow was
killed in an encounter with a moose
The committee has a number of
other “deer and moose" claims to be
heard.
• • • •
The committee on Sea ard Shore j
Fisheries is said to stand five-all on
the matter of the proposed 9-inch
’.obster law. A warm battle Is expect
ed when the bill goes before the
House.

IXPLANATIONi Thr chair's rrar
left leg is made of tubing. A hole is bored
in the stage and the chair is placed so
• hat the tube leg is over it. An assistant
pushes the rope up through the chair leg
under the victim’s coat.

ILLUSION: Some member of the audience is politely requested to sit
down on a chair. The magician tells him that his coat seems to be bundled
up in the bark, and oilers to correct it. Whereupon he pulls out a big
coil of rope.

IT’S FUN TO BE FOOLED...
IT’S MORE FUN TO KNOW!
given

more

Mildness, flavor, throat-case

Camels

—all come from the use of

people more pleasure

Treatment.”

costly, ripe tobaccos.

any other cigarette. Smoke

EXPLANATION: All cigarette til-

Camels,and enjoy the fine deli

ment” that a cigarette gets

It Is a fact, well known by leaf
tobacco experts, that Camels
are made from finer, more
expensive tobaccos than any

flavor and mildness.

other popular brand.

baccos arc treated with heat.

But it is not from “heat treat

than

cate flavor of costlier tobaccos.

KEPT FRESH IN THE
WELDED HUMIDOR PACK

NO TRICKS IN

.. JUST COSTLIER
TOBACCOS

VINALHAVEN
Marguerite Chapter. O.E.S. will
hold its regular meeting next Mon
day evening.
Mrs. Max Conway entertained
friends at a tacking bee Thursday at
her home.
Mrs Langtry Smith entertained the
Mother and Daughter Club Wedneslay. A chicken dinner was served.
Mrs. Eleanor Conway entertained
at bridge Monday evenin'’.
. At the bridge party given Saturday
evening by Mrs. Charles Cnikrs nonors went to Mrs. N Cook Sho'es. Mr*
H. W. Flfield and Miss Elizabeth
Pease.
Mrs. E. G. Carver and Mrs. L. R
Smith left Tuesday for a slay of otic
week In Portland.
Ladies of the G A R. will hold their
egular meeting Friday night.
De Valois Commandery K. of T
meets Friday night.
Mr. and Mrs. Oscar lam enter
tained a dinner party Tuesday a!
their home, the guests. Mr. and Mrs
Charles Chilles. Mr. and Mrs. Ernest
Macintosh and Mrs. F. K. Coombs.
• • • •

have

Lei’s look at the cigarette ad

vertising trick called “Heat
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Traveling Around America

|

A man in Chicago has just retired
in excellent health after playing a
saxophone in an orchestra for fifty
years. This seems to prove anew the
admirable self-restraint of the Ameri
can people.—Boston Herald.

j

1
i
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School Notes

The pupils in Washington school
Marie M. Teelc, teacher, grades seven
end eight, have just received the fol
lowing rank In the Columbia” t»-)i
or January: Grade eight—Arithme.ic Computation, perfect score. 40:
Ruth Hill 40. James Barton 39. Vera
Warren 38. Eugene Burgess 38. Hes
ter Brown 36. Olaf Holmquist 33
Arithmetic Rea-oning, perfect score
‘0: James Barton 20. Eugene Burgess
18, Vera Warren 17. Hester Brown ;
5. Ruth Hill 15. John Beckman 14
Geography, perfect score 35: James
Barton 56, Hester Brown 35. Eugene
Burgess 34. Ruth Hill 34. O’if Holm
quist 34, Vera Warren 33. John
Beckman 29. General Science, per
fect score. 25: Ruth Hill 22. James |
Barton 21 Eugene Burgess 21. Hester
Brown 20. Vera Warren 18. Olaf
Holmquist 16.
Grade seven — Geography, perfect
core 35: Bernard Erickson 32. Frank
’eterson 30. George Headley 29 >
Dorotfoy Ames 29. Arnold Sturkes 28
Eleanor Calderwood 27. Margaret
Swanson 27.
Arithmetic Computation perfect
core, 70: George Headley 68. Amy
Columb 68. Eleanor Calderwood 64
Frank Peterson 63. Dorothv Young
61, Arnold Sturkes 60. Arithmetic
Reasoning, perfect score. 20: Doro
thy Young 16. George Headley 16
Arnold Sturkes 16. Amy Columb 14
Frank Peterson 14. Dorothy Arneo 11

DEER ISLE

While Shopping
STEP IN AT

NE of the most fascinating cities that beggar description—a paradise
for the camera-minded.
in the Western Hemisphere Is
lai Fax, Bolivia, highest capital in About three quarters of the city's
the world. It is generally approached
population is full-blooded Aymara In
by rail from Mnllendo, Peru, one of dians, and Cholog, half Spanish, half
the ports included in the route of the
Indian. The marketplace, crowded
cruiacs which sail every two weeks with native vendors, pack-laden
from New York and California to
llamas, and queer little stalls, is
the West Coast of South America.
considered by many to be the most
La Paz is spread over a rough
fascinating in all of South America.
plateau in an amphitheatre of
Other centers of interest are the
crinkled rust-stained mountains and
Plaza Murillo around which are clus
reddish rocks that cut the sky like
tered the hotels, cafes, and principal
lances. Approached over a high
buildings; the Alameda, an avenue
mesa land La Paz first appears—
lined with towering eucalyptus trees
fifteen o.m'i-d feet below—like a
and bordered by imposing residences
toy eity of red, yellow and blue doll
of the elite, the Calle >Comcrcio
house*. Ii ia a place of fragrant
where scores of shops sell everything
Powers; yttna r-sidences of Spanish
from German chocolates to the finest
nr Aalet design; fantastically cosof furs, vicuna skins, and alpaca;
l-nn'd Iojiiis: aged cathedrals'with
and balanced dizzily on the edge of
afcnon cor ri se.tiy ringing campanile
the plateau—the highest golf course
bvla; •tefp jirasts; and scenic views
in the world.

O

Smart Daytime Frock

HOPE
Out ol doors sports suffered a set
back last week on account of the
very stormy weather. The snow
drifting In places made traveling
more or less difficult but the main
roads were kept passable by the
plows.
The Grange held an ail-day sesl sion last Saturday with good attend
ance. The usual well served dinner
J was enjoyed and in the evening a
foctal was held.
F. B. Kimball of Camden was in
! town last week.

Mrs. George C. Hardy of Stoning
ton was guest of heT parents, Mr
and Mrs. Courtney Eaton, over the
weekend.
The old Raynes house in Sunset,
the ell of which was the first framed
structure to be erected on the island,
has changed hands and will be torn
down and the surrounding lilac
bushes cleared away. This will be
rood news to the public in general
for it will improve what is now a
blind corner.
Capt. Alfred Dunham is recovering
Reports from out oi State friends
from an injury to his foot caused by
regarding the uiilavorable weather
dropping a stick of wood on it.
I conditions of last week coincide with
Mr. and Mrs. Lemuel Pickering,
j the newspaper and tadio news re-!
who have been with Mrs. Clara
: ceived daily.
Eaton this winter returned Monday
H. L. Perry of Portland was at L
to 8unshine.
A. Weaver's one day last week.
Murray Forsyth received a pleas
Orris Norwood seems to be building
ant birthday surprise last Thursday
up quite a meat selling business. He
evening when several of his school
makes weekly trips through this part
mates and friends at his mother's
of the town which is an accommoda
invitation gathered at his home
tion to many.
Supper was served and the playing ol
games followed. Murray received
several gifts.
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Haskell, Mrs.
New I'nrlr/'au* Fn«Ai«n«
Lou Northrup and Frank O. Lufkin
spent Monday and Tucsdny in Ban
A girlish Jarket frock In a new
gor.
soft Crepe Mataloy made of
Mrs. Alice Snowden is visiting at Acele yarn is popular this season
North Deer Isle.
for spectator sports wear The lonsn
George Sylvester is home from draped lines of the swagger length
Eagle and Camden where he spent jacket, the long bloused sleeves and
several months.
scarf collar, the six buttons In
The annual roll call of the Sun front, amt th< simple, slightly flared,
set Church was held Jan. 18 and skirt are style points The gown Is
with good attendance. A pleasing en washable and Is seen In pastel pink
tertainment was given under the di and blue, or other .soft sun cloud
rection of Misses Marion Cole and shades so popular this season.
Dorothea Dunham. Letters were re
ceived from several absent mem
The farmer who needs relief the
bers.
most is the one who moved to town

CHISHOLM’S
And Enjoy a Plate of

HOME MADE

ICE CREAM
HEALTHFUL
REFRESHING
GOOD FOR THE
KIDDIES

In Pints and Quarts
To Take Home

CANDIES
Peanut Butter Chips
19c lb

“Old Homestead”
Asst. Chocolates
25c lb
Jumbo
Salted Peanuts
25c lb

CHISHOLM’S
FRESH MADE CANDIES
AND ICE CREAM
ROCKLAND,

MAINE

Every-Other-Day
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New...

Vicks Antiseptic
saves

Half !

Whole nation responds to trial offer
on antiseptic by makers of VapoRub
E MAKE no extravagant
in Europe. Vicks Voratone is a
claims for Vicks new Anti
balanced antiseptic . . . mild
septic. Instead, we have supplied
enough to be used daily with
out risk to delicate membranes
to druggists ... a/ lest than cost
... strong enough to do every
... $ million trial bottles... so
you can test it in your own home.
thing an oral antiseptic shoulddo.
A Iready, in only 18 days, hundreds
You can use Vicks Antiseptic
of thousands of people have taken
for all the customary uses ... in
advantage of this trial offer.
your customary way.

W

• BAD BREATH
• MOUTH-WASH

iHahtoiul

Daily Oral Hygiene,
After Smelting, Etc.

• GARGLE
Sore Throat, Incipient Coldt

• ANTISEPTIC LOTION
.Miner C.nti, Abrauom, Etc.

And Vicks Antiseptic has this
Vicks Voratone is simply the
best oral antiseptic our chemists_ additional advantage .. . born in
a depression year, it is
could produce—aided by
bacteriologists and
priced accordingly.
pharmacologists of
Large 10-ounce bot
our 16 allied organ
tle ... a usual
ntiseptic
izations ... here and
value . . . only 35f.

A

Regular Size... a 75< value... Only

Mr? Ida May Stone 75, wife of Oil
man Stone, died Jan. 31 at her home
j on Beechwoods street.
Mrs. Stonie W. Jameson was in j
town Tuesday lo attend the funeral
of Mrs. Helen B. Bryant.
Capt. Amos Dow who has been the ’
guest of Mr. and Mrs. Rodney E. ■
: Feyler for a few days has returned
i to Searsport.
In the absence of Mrs. J. Walter
Strout, Alfred Strout directed the
rehear.-al of the Baptist choir Tues
day evening.
Among the claims brought before
the committee Tuesday at Augusta,
for damages to motor vehicles cn the
highway by moose and deer, was that
of A. D. Davts & Sou whose funeral
hearse was badly damaged by a cliorgj Ing bull moose und $1000 was asked
for.
William Brasler and Arthur Brasler
of Portland were vtsitors at their old
tjome at Brooklyn Heights for the
weekend.
News has been received of the
i death Tuesday night of Kenneth
Dow. son of Mr. and Mrs. Albert
Dow of Detroit, Mich., formerly of
Thomaston
Sulo Penttila, shoemaker has im
proved the appearance of his shop by
putting in a show window 4x6 feet II
, It will make a fine display widow.
Amanda Grafton. 90. widow of
Dunbar Grafton, died Wednesday
morning at tlie home of her daughj ter. Mrs. Levi Bucklin, in South War
ren. Funeral services will be held
Sunday at 2 o'clocw.
r'
The music at the Baptist Church
Sunday morning will be anthem. "Ir. "
Him Was Life." Schnecker, and tenor
' and baritone duet. In the evening
the program postponed from last
Sunday, which includes Clark's Little
Symphony Orchestra, will be given.
The Baptist Junior choir will meet
for rehearsal Sunday afternoon to
prepare for the program to be pre1 sented Feb. 12

35(

RDCkTPORT
tained at supper and bridge Munday
i\
evening at the home of Mr. and Mr.-.
_There will be installation
, ,,
In Rockland
uJ Harbor I' Clarence
RlchardMunsey
T
arrived ,wm
Light Chapter this Thursday eve- frQm
Collegp ^( iday ,Ught
ning at 8 oclock at Masonic hull.
having a brief vacation owing to tn<
Rev. and Mrs. F. F. Powle motored mid-term examinations,
to Bangor Wednesday for the day
Thirteen members and four guests
making the trip in company with were present at the Farm Bureau
Rev. A. E. Luce of the Camden meeting Tuesday at the home of
Methodist Church.
Mrs. B H. Paul. It was a very inMrs. Matilda Erickson has re- teresting and helpful session, inturned from an extended visit at structions being given in chair
Mattawamkeag
and
Winterport, caning. Dinner was served. Mrs
She is now caring for Mrs. Addie Nina Carroll, Mrs. Paul and Mrs.
Jenkins who is very ill at her home Marion Richards in charge. At the
The social and entertainment next meeting Peb. 16. Mrs. Erlene
given Monday evening at the Metho Davis will substitute as hostess for
dist vestry by the Sphinx Class at Mrs. Minnie Paul.
Douglass Bisbee. Sr., who has been
tracted a large number of young
people. The entertainment was in employed on State road build-ng at
the form of a radio broadcast with Ellsworth is now at hls home, that
well-known ladio characters imper work having been suspended until
sonated by the boys and girls of the spring opens.
Miss Marion Weidman entertained
Sunday School in a manner which
(' -lighted the audience. Fallowing at d.nner and bridge Monday night
the program games were enjoyed Mr. and Mrs. William Talbot ol
under the direction of Mrs. F. F. Portland and Mrs. Cora Tallxrt of
Rockland.
Fowle.
Tire Twentieth Century Club will
meet Friday afternoon at the home
High School Notes
of Mrs. E. E. Ingraham with Mrs.
Lineom-RcckFort
game
The
Nancy J Tribou as hostess. The
program as scheduled will consist o! Rcckport Jan 27. was one of the most
the£2 readings: "History of Bowdoin exciting ever played in cur gym
College.” Mrs. Addie Jenkins; “Life The girls played by far the best game
of Sir Walter Scott" Mrs. Lida
this year. It was a close contest
Champney.
In the illustrated news section of ft cm start to finish, with Rockport
the Tuesday mormr.t issue of the leading until the last quarter. Final
Portland Press Herald appeared a ly, Lincoln darted io: ward and won
picture taken from the air of the the game 30-28. The boys' score wa
U. S ail plane carrier ' Saratoga. a steady battle with the Rockport
Il was cf special Interest to Rock- beys playing a fine game. Handi
par- people as Lieut. Com. Howard capped by the loss of several of its
A Tribou, son of Mrs. Nancy J. best players, via the foul route. RockTribou. is stationed on the Saratoga pert grew weaker and lost to thc op
as chief surgeon.
posing team 34-44
The B.Y.PU. will hold a social
Pcckport journeys to Newca'tl“
Friday evening at the Baptist vestry. Friday evening to contest with Lin
An interesting program has been ar coln Academy. ThLs should be a fasranged and a goad time Ls assured I and close game and worth the trip,
all who attend.
i Let's all hope our team carries over
Chester P Wentworth is suffering 1 the top!
some inconvenience as the result of
Miss Barbour. State health nu: ••
a sprained ankle.
Mrs. Thurston Spear and infant lias been at the schools this week
daughter have returned to their conducting a general health clinic
home at West Rockport after a stay The result of this thorough examin
of two weeks with Mrs. Annie Spear. in8 of teeth, h:tir, eves heigh:. weigh:
Beauchamp street.
ttc" should
an asset to the health
The Trytohelp Club met Monday n-ovement in the schools.
Wednesday. Feb. 1. is the date when
evening at the Baptist vestry and
the time was devoted to tacking a the second quarter A. A. dues. 25c
quilt. Next week's meeting will be ;!hou!d be Patd- Members are esked
held at the parsonage with Miss l<’ cooperate by paying them as soot.
as possible. We need the money.
Mildred Graffam as hostess.
Miss Louise Morong. '33. injured
Mrs. Annie Gardiner was hostess
to the G. W Bridge Club Tuesday her ankle at basketball practice Mon
afternoon.
Mrs. Mary Whitmore day evening but hopes to be able to
play in the Camden game. Several
will entertain at the next meeting.
Robert Carle who is seriously ill at ether players have bruises and severe
his home on Summer street is re floor burns.
ported as showing a very slight imMiss Alice Hellier and Mi's Kathprovemnt.
! 1 rine Veazie of Rockland are yet
Members of the Nitsumsosum J substituting for Mrs. Fsrmer anti
Club and their husbands were enter- I Miss Hellier Mrs. Hopkins has not
Ivv^vtsi

iiiaiiiimiSL

Funeral services for Mrs. Gilman 1
I Slone will be held Friday at 2.45
o'clock from 30 Beechwoods street.
ML'S Larissa Richards. R.N., is at
been able lo attend because of her
her home at Mill River, where she
hus band's severe illness.
Tlie grammar .school boys are or will remain for a time.
The funeral of Mrs. James Ulmer
ganizing a basketball team. They
practice weekly and are coached by was held at the Baptist Church Wedne'day afternoon. Tlie floral tributes
Principal Sydney Snow
were in excellent taste and were sin; cere expressions of regard for the
NORTH WARREN
___
deceased. Rev. H. S. Kilborn officiatLloyd Benner of Rockland was *d
Mts?r.Jpene ' °?nB
recently a caller at Edwin Crawford's. Stanley Miller. sang Beautliul zsl.
There seems to be very little news of Somewhere, with Mrs. Amy TOpp
at this time, only that somebody is at the organ. The bearers were Oliver
ill with grippe: and those who are Johnson, Anson Prior. George Morse,
no:, are worried for fear they will Henry B Shaw. Mrs Ulmer is sur
vived by her husband, three daughbe
| ters and a brother. Clarence Free' man of Tenant's Harbor She wa <
PORT CLYDE
, a member of the Thomaston Baptist
| Church and the Relief Corps.
The Pine Tree Girls 4-H Club had
The Boothbay basketball teams
the first met ling and organized their will play Thomaston in the Andrews'
club. Jan. 25 These officers were J gymnasium next Friday night,
elected' Verena Davis, president:
The Baptist Ladies' Circle met
Pauline Thompson, vice president: Wednesday afternoon A comforter
Josephine Thompson,
secretary was knotted to be- given to some needAgni - Davis, treasurer; Virginia Con family. Supper was served by Mrs
ceit. club reporter; Violetta Chad J3m»n E. Creighton, Miss Elizabeth
wick. color bearer. Other members Washburn and Mrs. Charles M Star
Helen Anthony and Eleanor Davis. rett.
The next meeting will be held at the
Mrs Richard Feehan left Wednes
heme of Mrs. Wilson Carter Feb. 8 day for Philadelphia for a visit with
They will then complete plans for a i ielatives.
valentine party.
j To young and old there Ls hardly
------------------------------------ - —— ! a more enjoyable entertainment to
notice of foreclosure
be found than one given by children
Whereas Minnie A Turner of Wash- i This is what is in Store for the pubn-S-nn In
e County of Knox and State lic
gsturday evening at Watts Hall ■
er Maine by her mortgage deed dated , .
February
a D 1919 and recorded ln when the operetta "Dream Boat Wll’
thn Rein--ry ot Deed** of <mid County of I be piesenud for the benefit of the
K

•

k 180 Bt page 338. and in the I iq
a* wkition
’ D- .c- of the County of Un- N,UrS\

Aft^'r a DrolOaEU.1
,P
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GLENDENNINGS MARKET
248 MAIN ST.

WEEK

ROCKLAND

END

TEL. 993

SPECIALS

In Everybody’s Colnmn

Barter Column

Advertisement* In thi* column not to
exceed three line* lnierted once for 25
centa. three times fo- aO cents. Addi
tional lines five cents each for one time.
10 cents for three tlmea. Six words
make a line.

The Idea behind this column Is to
make possible the exchange of goods or
services between people who wish to
trade some possession of theirs for other
goods or articles. Simply address the
Classified Editor of The Courier-Gazette.
The charge Is 25 cents for one Insertion
of three lines. 50 cents for three Inser
tions. Larger ud prices on application.
Phuiip 77Q.

: LOST AND FOUND j
p

SMALL brown purse containing money
and keys lost Tuesday evening Finder
may keep money but please return purge
and keys to THE COUBIER-OAZETTE
office. Strand or Park Theatres
14-16
NOTICE—I* hereby given of the loea of
savings book numbered 904 and the
owner of said book asks for a duplicate
In accordance with the provision of the
State law
SECURITY TRUST CO.
Warren. Me. Q. D OOULD. Mgr.
ll*Th.-17

«
-ft

When Father Carves

STEAKS

17c
19c
29c
19c
33c
17c
J9c

BOTTOM ROUND, Pound,
TOP ROUND, Pound,
BONELESS SIRLOIN, Pound,
FACE RUMP, Pound,
CHOICE RUMP, Pound,
PORK STEAK, Pound,,
DICED STEAK, Pound,
LEAN SMALL

10c

ROASTING PORK, Pound,

SATURDAY NIGHT BEANS, 2 Ige cans 25c
Pot Roast, lb.

SHORT SHANK SMOKED

15c Shoulders, lb.

10c

COMB

Chuck Roast, lb. 10c Honey, pkg.
FRESHLY GROUND

24c

PINT JAR

Hamburg, 2 lbs. 25c Mayonnaise,

Tripe, 3 lbs.

29c Lard, 4 lb pkg 27c
STRICTLY FRESH

CENTER CUT

Pork Chops, 2 Ib 25c

22c

Eggs, dozen,

Fish Bits, 4 lbs. 25c

HOME MADE

Sausage, lb.

10c

SWIFTS

HONEYCOMB

17c

08c

Stewing Beef, Ib 15c Ham Ends, lb.

05c

NATIVE TURNIP, Bushel,

40c

ONIONS, 10 Pound Bag,

19c

at played by Misses Phyllis Be.asco anc?
pa"<• 527. conveyed to Fred PeBslee of i Hazel Harrison with Miss Alcada Hill :
Somerville tn sa:d County of Lincoln
and s ate of Maine a certain lot or par- accompanist the scene opens with
cel if land situated in part in aald Wash | children at play in a meadow. Then
ington in -aid County of Knox and , the Dream Boat comes and everyone j
The Forty Club Minstrels should be good. Don't forget Feb. 6.
State of Maine and in part ln said Sotn- j
crville in said County of Lincoln and ii is transported to Fairyland. Tlie
............
T,^wr’,Tr-ce-:n’','tT"’nTff*’‘trTe"ww*
State of Maine and described as fol- | music and costumes are unusually
to ’ai’ Bounded on the north by praitv and under
the cnnible direr- I <
;a:ii i Irvin C Powell. Orris Turner • Freu>
unaer vne caparn airec
r.f:- • Il the east by land of Wil- tion of Mrs. Brackett and Muss Hall
UNION
Ham e Jack-on and Earl Mar»on; on : an
outstandingperformance I*
j
the ' uth by land of aid tar! Marson atSUrwj
anil land of the late Willis Deering: on I a-“urea
Mus.c by the High -..hool
Many in this place are ill from th?
:..
. t by the old Ballard Line. »o [ oichestra will be furnished between
called: being a rectangular lot about acts and candy will be on sale, Seats prevailing grippe epid?mic.
• mile in length and sixty <60, rods ln
Mr. and Mrs. Merton Payson of
width, and containing one hundred are now being checked at McDonald's
nineteen <119, acres, more or less and and a large audience is expected when South Windham were guests Wedhein" the homestead farm of the late the curtain rises at 8 15 Saturday nesday of her parents Mr. and Mrs
Madison and Lucinda Turner and the
'E- A Matthews and attended the
same premises conveyed to said Minnie evening.
....
; Star ir. .tallation.
A Turner by Lucinda H Turner by h*»r
deed of warranty dated June 14 A. D.
Friends in town of Mr. and Mrs.
1905 and recorded in said Knox County
Mrs. Helen B. Bryant
Arlaur Cummir.gs of Bingham.
Registry of Deeds on August 10 A D
June 22. 1857. there was born to formerly of Union will be interested
1910. ln book 150 at page 473;
And whereas the condition of said William C. and Anna O. (Wakefieldi to learn of the arrival Jan. 24. of a
mortgage has been broken:
Now Therefore, by reason of said Burgess, a daughter who, in the provi- jon. Arthur Robert Jr., at their
breach of the condition thereof I. the dence of God was destined to be a, home in Skowhegan.
said Fred Peaslee. claim a foreclosure comfort and help to many lives by her
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Clarke spent,
of said mortgage.
Dated this twenty-sixth day of Janu kindness and many benevolences. Monday in Waterville.
The subject of this brief article
Mr. and Mrs. Howard K. Hagar
ary A. D. 1933.
The Rork of Gibraltar
FRED PEASLEE.
whose death occurred at her late have returned to Bingham after a
STATE OF MAINE
home
in
this
town
Jan.
28.
was
that
one
week
visit
in
town
County of Lincoln, ss.
There comes a morning on a Medit
daughter. The girl, grown to womanJanuary 26. A D. 1933.
Mrs. M. C. Stephenson entertained
erranean cruise, after thc Atlantic is
| IL. S.|
hood,
fulfilled
the
promise
of
her
two
tables
at
bridge
Monday
evePersonally appeared Fred Peaslee and
Honors were awarded Mrs. crc.sed, when the cabin window cur
made oath to the foregoing notice of earlier years, and there are many to ; ning.
j foieclosure and that the same ls true.
whom she ministered, who will hold Alice Robbins and Mrs. Howard tain is drawn aside to reveal the
Before me.
The guests were Mrs Rttk of GibralUr, guardian of the
Mrs Bryant in grateful remembrance Hargar.
HAROLD R SMITH
Married to Henry B. Bryant of Brock George Fossett, Mrs. Fred Lucas. deep, blue inland sea that cradled
14-Th-20
Notary Public.
ton. Mass , in 1882 her home was Mrs. Bert Gross, Mrs. Henry Ames.
made there for several years. After Mrs. Clarence Leonard. Mrs. Howard mankind, the historical sea or earli
1 Hagar and Mrs. Alice Robbins.
est commerce, of legend, history,
The m c-eting of the Community poetry and beauty. As the ship draws
| During her married life she was
privileged to visit in foreign countries Club Tuesday was devoted to Eliza nearer, the famous impregnable rock
ar.d gather a knowledge of their peo beth Barrett Browning and a review
of "The Barretts of Wimpole Street.' rises from the sea in all its majesty.
ple.
Mrs. Bryant was a helpful factor Response to thc roll call was a fa At its bas? you find it humming with
a hundred
tongues, but full ofv_,
English
in the social life of this town, and1 mous P3etcaU t0 the mid'i_„
i.,
a supporter of the Baptist Church 0f |*™« SUte meeting was received ^et ««£ beauty’ above^ You can
which she was a member. She lived and it was voted that the president cIimb toward the top, if you wish, and
in deeds, not words, doing all kind of the club. Mrs. John Creighton >ook back to Africa and the Atlas
nesses without display, thereby gain be sent as the delegate. Announce- Mountains, or in the polyglot town
ing the approval of Him who said. ment was read of the elction of a hetow you can shop for Chinese
“Inasmuch as ye have done It unto State poet laureate, and the club fhawls, Danish porcelains and a
one of these my brethren, ye have voted to submit the name of Edna hundred other things at astonishingly
St. Vincent Millay. Report of the ! low prices.
done it unto me."
________________________ _
Funeral services were held at her music committee recommending the '
SPECIALS FOR FRIDAY AND SATURDAY
late home Tuesday afternoon with purcha-e of ong books for the club crease Ycur Income With Poultry.”
very large attendance Rev. H. S. was laid on the table for future con It was agreed that the meeting was
Kilborn of the Baptist Church oflfl- sideration. The program, under the one of the most
teresting and
I elated. The bearers were Capt. James direction of Mrs. M'.ibel Grinnell, profitable that has 1 :en held.
consisted
of
a
resume
of
"The
Life
PEA BEANS
|e. Creighton Capt. John Brown,
Officers of Orient Chapter. O.ES.,
Laurence H. Dunn Charles M. Star of Elizabeth Barrett Browning," by were ably installed F dav evening by
_
. _ __
RED KIDNEY
Boas,
given
by
Mrs.
Edith
Cameron
rett. Her remains will rest in the
Mrs. Winifred Conlej ’>.17., of Cam
YELLOW EYE
family lot in Elm Grove cemetery. as a nrefac to Mrs. Grinnell's
„ out..
as follows: C ays Creamer,
A brother Edward O'B. Burgess and
wimnn J istfT-'
^rret?i den,
verthy matron; Clinton Creamer,
n
—
1„,
n,,™,,.
of
Wimpole
Street.
Refreshments
niece Miss Harriet Burgess of thc were 'erved bv Mrs. Iz-la Creighton worthy patron; Marion Alden, associ
GLASS JAR
: immediate family survive her. Other and Mrs. Sadie Cunningham. The ate matron: Edward Alden, a'-'oeiate
relatives are living in Warren, Rock- club will hold a food sale Saturday patron; Mabel Peabody, conductress;
1 land ana New York.
Pure Raspberry or Strawberry
Seeded or Seedless
at the club rooms Under the chair 1 lella Harman, associate conduc
tress; Mary Barker, secretary; Grace
manship of Mrs. Lena Moody.
Rkini NEW EN4ZI.4XUKRX
The Farm Bureau held joint meet Williams, treasurer; Marie Butler,
ME r.UXTIX. Tlltlll MH.E.1
ing ln Odd Fellows hall. Jan. 26 Th. chaplain; Ethel Creighton, marshal;
morning session wa' devoted to the Carrie Ames, organist; Carolyn Wil
subject of “Budgeting," with Miss liams. Adah; Ariel Leonard, Ruth;
(.Rt Vf DISCO* I RY rliM
Jessie fawrence as speaker. A num Aubyne Hawes, Esther; Avis Nichols.
nale* i*,>piiif' Sarf«* wr«i liki
Large Can
Orange Pekoe
White or Yellow
ber of women took the budget forms Martha; Frances Robbins, Electa;
**lrrp<o»(' II
U
V. kaitx-r - MraiLI*
Dvubkra lift U
no KM>rz ml.lni* luUy'
p; ovided and agTeed to k"ep ac- Bessie Stephenson, warder; Vivt6n
Sinplr lu oar. |>*iiit« on *i»b I »>
counts of income and outgo. At noon Hannan, sentinel
Saiwfaelion guaranteed or maim
SrM.1 .*S> caU,
nMHW> or.lrr unly li*linfr
a square meal for hialth was served
Mrs. Mildred Gleason Reynolds of
$< alamp po»lagri loi ganerm** bul'lr nl
I to 17. In the afternoon Mr. Went- Detroit, Mich, Ls visiting her mother,
»»nder (loul dial ireaia S pair .Inblrrn a «r
BREAD
t pair man a aiue* (,4l«L«ia I’aouvfcla (ai .
BACON
BUTTER
worth, county agent, gave a talk,' Mrs. Fred A. Gleason, who has been
J.’ Hailei Rnad SmiieruRr Maa*
i with lantern illustrations, on "In-1 quite ill, but is now convalescing.
■
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GRAPEFRUIT, 5 lor

J. J. NEWBERRY CO.

QS 1I bs. 10c
O1

BEAN
QAJ F
JAM

RAISINS

2 lb jar 25c

SLICED BEETS
10c

3 pkgs. 10c

CHEESE

TEA

CLEANSER

EATHERLIFE
oiu m

Lb. 19c

29c Ib.

25c

Tales-

LOW PRICES
it St
QUALITY GROCERIES

3 for 10c

hu

m

i

TO LET

• EGGS AND CHICKS j

CORNED

Pork Ends, lb.

LEAN

POSITION as chef nr order cook want
ed Best of references. H. T. PERRY.
Grace St. City.
*tf
xper
■
School teacher and librarian, desires •
1
work afternoons and evenings. Write I
"TEACHER.'' c*re This Office
14-16
♦ s
NEW MILCH heifer wanted
H. D
-4:
CRIE Tel. 83 Thomaston or 744 Rock
land.
12-14
TWELVE HENS and young cow for
MAN wanted to take care of an es sale. Come and see them 22 BEECHtablished business ln the sale of Mr- WOODS 8T . Thomaston
13*15
Connon products In Knox County. No
NICE live halt for sale. Minnows, 50
Investment necessary. Selling experi cents
qu JOHN BR1DGBS. 120 Old
ence not required
McCONNON &
COMPANY. Special 577. Winona. Minn County Rd., Rockland No waiting, al
ways
at
home.
14*lt
14*18
FEW lolls giHHl hay fOI air HAROLD
YOUNC, woman would like work of
some kind Has had seven years expe BUTLER. Old Thomaston road,. City.
14*lt
rlence as general maid. Write BOX 30.
care Courier-Gazette office.
13*15
THE E. J. DAVIS place on Summer 8t.
FLAT TOP desk with drawers both ls for sale. All modern, heated garage.
sides wanted: also three drawer letter R. U. COLLINS. Real Estate. 375 Malo
149-tl
file cheap and good condition. Write St.. Rockland.
giving full particulars and price. P. O
Quaker Baled Poultry Litter. Some
BOX 336. Camden.
12*14 thing better that ls beneficial to your
MAN wanted with auto to handle our land and the best poultry litter for
line of goods ln Rockland and surround hens and chicks on the market A clring towns. A good opportunity for a cular on request. No waste. Very low .
man who can adapt himself ln selling In price. Bales or tons. Used and en
the consumer a line of household neces dorsed by Malin- Experiment Station.
sities. A small bond and references re We also lust received car baled shavquired
Address GRAND UNION TEA Ings. STOVER’S CASH GRAIN STORRS. ''
DISTRIBUTORS for STOVER FEED
CO.. 241 Congress St.. Portland. Maine.
_______________________________ 11-16 MFG CO on truck ut 86 Park St.. Rock- '
land. Trl 1200
14-16 i
Wanted -You to know that we can '
give you more milk and rgg» under our '
’7,"ST0
W
B. .
plans of More For Less " that will oil, Jvo ' -i1? 5Si. e0*e.' *lP.5S
12-tf
set low milk prices and 15c eggs Drive PAULSEN. Tel. Thomaston 84-2.
In today no matter how far the distance
TWENTY-THREE sheep for sale cheap." MORE FOR LESS"' Chick Starter H D. CRIE Tel 83 Thomaston or 744
tl.50; Scratch Feed 81.10
Egg mosh1 Rockland
12-14
with oil |138: 2O< dairy feed 91 08. ;------- —
made fresh while you wait In 5 bug lot
,8 clrllndef coupe for sale.
Carload loU direct from the West to ,
E00*1 S£n1dl“0!l: PH'ately owned best
you No middlemen, and you can bank
5?re«- ^*“1 83 Thomaston or 744 Rockthe savings. We guarantee to produce
cRIE** 5<>tn ** Tbon>aston
12-14
for you "More For Less.” STOVER’S
CASH GRAIN STORES. DISTRIBUTORS
ALADDIN LAMP PARTS at all times.
for STOVER FEED MFG CO on track Prompt aervlca. CRIE HARDWARE CO.
at 86 Park St . Rockland Tel. 1200
1-tf
13-15
For Sale—Values Under our plans of
"MORE FOR LESS" one farmer has been
81 — — *-—** — — — — *** — ! buying hls feed for 23c per bag. Let us
tell you how you can do the same to
day. We have Just what you want to
onset LOW MILK PRICES and 15 CENT
EGOS
"MORE FOR LESS FEEDS"
made fresh while you wait for 5 bag lots
,?.NJ R??&f,„tn.l.kl^h™:“22Srnl,5iheS Start^?' 8L50;MS>c“EtchF3>edL^?S10. CWg
heated and lighted. 16 per week. V
mash with oil $1.38 per bag. 20 per
STUDLEY. 283 Main St. Tel 1080
cent
dairy
feed $108 HX.
peri bag. Fine
...
—
—• J
.a-s-w.
n ~u —
week 84
20per 100
_granulated sugar this ______
___
BOARD and room. _wlth use of bath, 1 lbs. Flours 43c per bag up We can
your
feed
problems
today
and
14-16
!
»olve
86 per week. 12 LISLE ST., City.
balance
your feed
RENTS^We hiii^eSl/joSd houses, ".idgetday.
here You
and can
bank
the dllference
$15 to $25 per month—Oak, Grace. Ma- i STOVER
cash grain storrs r$is
OVKBI’S
------------------------------------sonic. Grove. Llndaey. Main. Court and TRIBUTORS for STOVER FEED MFG.
Camden Sts. including two furnished qq on track at 86 Park St Rockland
apartments, one house for sale ERNEST
lino
A
C DAVIS. BROWN 8e DAVIS Tel. 104-M
13‘lb
12-14
FURNISHED APARTMENT of three
rooms to let at 49 Pleasant St
Adults
only LILLIAN BICKNELL. 82 Limerock
8t
13*15
FOUR room unfurnished apartment
to let. range, connected with boiler. 85
week without garage, and 85 50 with
S C R I RED CHICKS, high produc
garage V. F STUDLEY. 283 Main St
Tel. 1080.
3-tf ing strain. State tested, and accredited
.....
.
..
- Ior pullorum disease Write or phone
FIVE ROOM tenement to let. all mod- 56.14 m m KINNEY. Thomaston. Me.
em. hot water heat and garage
Apply st. George road
10*18
69 NORTH MAIN ST Tel. 261-J.
13-15
B
------- 7 ;---- .—
S C. R I Red chicks three years state
MODERN rooms to let, central, prices accredited, prices 15c to 12c each acreasonable. Also would 22kc
few cording to number Chickens are now
family washings to do , £!??? ™3 or the farmer's best bet
Eggs for hatch
call between 2 and 5 at 28 ELM ST
ing. Write for prices E. C. TEAGUE,
12-14 Warren, Me Tel. 13-42
STORE and equipment to let, WentBABY CHIX. Wyllie s Strain 8. C Red».
end Market. Thomaston. 815 month State accredited for white diarrhoea.
§.roS^r.5t-Le 4£?Vt.,0.n *<?/ ^2
V Brwl ,or e68’. type and color: 814 per
F. STTJDLEY. 283 Main St. Tel. 1080.
hundred for March
Discount on 500
____________________________________ 3-tt or more. F H WYLLIE A SON. Thom
APARTMENT to let in Blckneu Block aston. Me.. Route 1. Phone Warren 10-6.
1-tf
MRS B B SMITH. Lincoln St. Tel. 264
1-tf
S C. R I. RED Baby Chicks for sale.
HEATED apartments,
allmodern, foui Every bird on farm blood tested and
ipi
--------rock- found free from pullorum disease.
rooms. Apply at CAMDEN
l.lr Breeding stock good size and color.
LAND WATER CO Tel. 634
——————------ ■ ---------------- - ------------ extra good laying strain, all eggs used
I HAVE furnishedrents
and ur..ur- in Incubator two oz and over. Am
nlshed rents at all prices; also good bar- booking orders for March and April de. e8‘ate" R0BERT ° COL- livery; 1 to 500 814 per 100. 500 to 1000
LINS. 375 Main 8t. Tel. 77.
1-tf 813. 1000 and over 812 per 100. Delivered
and guaranteed to be o k
Flock has
been fully accredited for five years. C.
N ••3HT
LIG1
“
--------------------Tel.
17-12. Waldoboro.
8*19
LIVE POULTRY wanted
Truck will
call any time
Highest prices paid.
PAPER CITY POULTRY CO . 741 Main
St., Westbrook. Me.
4*27

FOR SALE

STEAKS

LEAN

WANTED

Oliver Typewriter, fair condition. Will
exchange right P O BOX 441. City.
14*16
Boards for a partition. I'd like some
boards to build a partition Will trade
for an awning or truck cover. WriteROCKLAND AWNING CO. 15 Willow
St.. City.
14*16
I will exchange a Rudd Instantaneous
Oas Hot Water Heater, size 4. stvle F.
good as new. lor a quantity of wood or
coal, for trucking service or cash.
Heater good as new Apply Nell S. Perry.
THE COURIER-OAZETTE Office. City.
14*16
Will exchange your Grain and Feed
sacks subject to our count and inspec
ts nand free from holes for our High
Grade Poultry Stock and Dairy Feeds.
We offer you MORE FOR LESS'’ at all times. Highest quality feeds at lowest
prices.
8TOVER3
CASH
GRAIN
STORES. DISTRIBUTORS for STOVER
FEED MFG. CO. on track at 86 Park St
Tel. 1200.
14-16 .

* MISCELLANEOUS ’
K**************V

NEW YORK Talior. cor. Main and
Summer Sts
Alterations, cleaning and
pressing Suits to order 917.50.______ 8-tf
LADIES- Reliable hair goods at Rock
land Hair Store. 24 Elm St. Mall orders
solicited. H. C. RHODES Tel. 519-J
1-tf
ques.
S. A MACOMBER. 23 Amesbury St.,
156*10tf
Rockland. Me
WHEN you are planning to sell your
chickens and fowl, call PETER ED
WARDS. Tel. 806-J. Rockland
1-tf
YOU FOLKS WHO BURN OIL try
Shell. It gives good heat, burns cleaner
than other oils. You'll welcome the re
sults
GEOROE H. THOMAS FUEL
COMPANY. Camden. The only distribu
tors of Shell Fuel Oils.
ltf

KEYS! KEYS! KEYS!
Key* made to order Key*
to fit lock* when original hey* are
lost Honse, Office or Car. Code
book* provide key* (or all took*
without bother.
Selaooro and
Knives Sharpened.
Prompt Service, Reasonable Prices

Crie Hardware Co.
<08 MAIN 8T.

ROCKLAND
Telephono 781
M-tf

WHEN IN PORTLAND—You can buj
copies of The Courier-Gazette, with tht
home newa. st Central Newt Co . 66 Con
gress St.; or Rohs News-stand. 381 ti Con
st

FORECLOSURE NOTICE
Whereas. Llnnle J. Oreeh of Rockland
In the County of Knox and State of
Maine, by her mortgage deed, dated the
15th' day of March 1929. and recorded ln
the Knox Registry of Deeds. Book 217.
Page 189, conveyed to the Rockland Loan
At Building Association, a Corporation
legally organized and having Its place
of business at said Rockland. Knox
County. Maine, a certain lot or parcel
of land with the buildings thereon,
situated In Rockland, bounded and de
scribed as follows, to wit:
Beginning at a stake and stones at the
corner of land owned by W S Hemlnwav on Summer Street; thence west- '
erly seventy-five feet on said Summer
Street to an Iron bolt; thence northerly
about one hundred and thirty-six feet
to an Iron bolt: thence easterly seventyfive feet to an Iron bolt; thence south-!
erly about one hundred and thirty-five ;
feet to the first mentioned bounds.
And whereas the condition ot said
mortgage has been broken:
Now therefore, by reason of the breach
of the condition thereof said Rockland
Loan St Building Association claims o
foreclosure of said mortgage.
In witness whereof, the said Rockland
Loan St Building Association has caused
this Instrument to be sealed with its
corporate seal . and,, signed
_- - in_ Its cor
-.
porate name by Harry O. Ourdy. Its
?,efre,to.7" a th"eu,nto dul/ authorized,
this 18th day of January In the year of
OUS
°lLe thousand nlne hundred
and_ thirty-three.
(Corporate Seal)
ROCKLAND LOAN St BUILDINO ASSO
CIATION
By HARRY O. OURDY,
Secretary.
STATE OF MAINE
Knox SS.
Jan. 18th, 1933.
Personally appeared the above named
Harry O. Ourdy. Secretary, and made
oath to the truth of the foregoing
notice of foreclosure. In hls said
capacity.
EDWARD K OOULD
8-Th-14
Justice of the Peace.

FOR SALE
RUUD

Instantaneous Automatic

GAS HOT WATER

HEATER
Slset Style P
Practically New
Can Be Seen At Thia Office
130-tf

VINALHAVEN A ROCKLAND
STEAMBOAT CO.
WINTER ARRANGEMENT
8teamer leaves 8wan"s Island at 5 30
A '■
M Stonington
gto 6 25. North Haven 725.
Vlnalhaven 815. due to arrive at Rock|ln(j aboUt Jjn.
Return-Leaves Rockland at 1.3d ?.
vinaihaven 2 45. North Haven 3.30. StoiU
lnKton at 4 40; due to arrive at Swans
Island about 6.00 P. M.
B. H. STINSON.
iM-tf
Why zuffer tortures from Rheuma
tism. Sciatica, Neuritis, Muiculaz
Lameness, Sprains and Bruise* when
METHYL BALM
will bring almost Instant relief?
JOHNSTON’S DRUG STORE
73 PARK ST.,
ROCKLAND
Sent Post Paid on receipt •( pries
50 cents

18

Every-OtKer-Day
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OUR

GREAT

Page SeveB

ANNUAL

February Furniture Sale
WILL START SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 4
Every Article In Our Great Stock Is Cut 25% To
Furniture Prices Are On The Rise. Unquestionably A Strong Increase Will Be Made In
The Spring—This Will Be Your Last
Opportunity At These Low Prices

BEA T THE RISE IN FURNITURE PRICES!!
Evenings

STONINGTON

FURNITURE COMPANY

313-325 MAIN STREET

Open
Evenings

ROCKLAND, MAINE

Ecnald, son of Mr. and Mrs. Gard
ner French, delightfully entertained
several litUe friends Tuesday after
noon at the home of his grandmother.
Mrs. Harry W. French. Rankin street,
the occasion being his third biithday.
Guests were Card Ann Wolcott,
Carcline Howard. Wayne Drinkwater,
Marilyn and Erwin Spear, Earl
Smith Jr., and Richard Freeman
' The dainty refreshments featured a
birthday cake with three lighted
candles. Eonald received many nice
gifts.

Swastika Club met Monday eve
Tu day Contract Club this week at
MRS. COLVIN’S REPLY ur,> has b;en ProPO5e<1 and adopted
CAMDEN
ning with Mrs. Viva Kalloch. Holmes
_____
‘
by the government in power, we sup, her home on Harden avenue. Mrs.
street. Honors were awarded to Mrs. -p
c
.~.£ .
n .
port the Eighteenth Amendment.”
John Clayter will be hostess at the
Raymond Cross, Mrs. O. Walter I o Some Ut the I oints
j,, proor thaL alcohol is a "JangcrMrs, Alice Winslow entertained thc next nueling.
Kimball and Miss Marion Upham.
Allie, wife of Ce.pt Mc.es Rich.
Raised By New York's OrJwbit-formms diug.' Mr, Col- ladies of the Methodist society Wed
nesday afternoon at her home on tied Wednesday afternoon at hcr
The O.T. Club met WednesdayI ome on Sea street, aged 94 yea's
ganization of Wet Women “Prof Yandel Henderson of Yale Mountain street.
evening with Mrs. Donald Farrand.
_____
' was called as an expert witness on the
She was born in Bucksport and the
West Meadow road. Prize night
The Good Cheer Class of the Con funeral will be held in that place
Friends of prohibition say that its "ct slde at- the recent hearings of thwas observed, first choice going to case is well stated in a ccmmunica- Collier Beer bill. Tne newspapers re- gregational Church met at the parts'; today, Thursday. Capt. and Mrs
In addition to personal notes regard
Mrs.
George
Hallowell.
Mrs. A. C. White of Boston who is
ticn sent by the W.C.T.U. to the “orted thc favorable points he made house last evening with Miss Corinne Rich had been married 70 years, and
ing departures and arrivals, this depart a guest of her daughter. Mrs. Ralph
Woman's Organization for National about the proposed beer bill, but Sawyer and Miss Loena Lenfest a.-- lived in Camden for the past eight
ment especially desires Information of
social happenings, parties, musicals, etc. C Wentworth, frequently, has gone
Little Walter W. McAuliffe of 42 Prohibition Reform, which had asked falled to print many really vital hostesses.
I years. Capt. Rich is 91.
Notes sent bv mall or telephone will be to -Pittsburgh where she will spend
Fulton street is critically ill with in us why we don’t join their reppal points of hLs arguments . I quote from
gladly received.
Masonic
Assembly
tonight.
Thurs

several weeks ln the home of her
fluenza and rheumatic fever in light move; and also asked what the W C Professor Henderson's testimony: T
TKI.EPHONB______________ 77# or 1S4
All Masons and their families
Harold Witnam of Nobleboro was form.
daughter, Mrs. H. Boyd Edwards. Who
T. U Ls fighting for ThcWCTU wl«h to testify as an expert on poisons: day.
arc invited.
has gone to Europe for an extended in the city Tuesday.
letter was written by Mrs. D Leigh and Particularly on that class of
Maud Andrews Lincoln of Augusta tour.
Comique Theatre attraction- for
Miss Margaret McKnight who lias Colvin, president of the WCTU of Pt^ons which includes alcohol. I
will present the fourth dramatic
Mbs Myra Clark of New Yoik who : been spending the past month with Nuv York and sent to Mrs John P have fcr 'Rany
n'ad<‘ a special the week: Thursday. Claik Gable in
criticism in the series sponsored by
Mr. and Mrs. Foster Jameson oi has been visiting Mrs. Fanny Bick- 1 friends in Medford Highlands, Low Sheppard, president of Ihe New York mdy of volatile poisons. Alcohol U "No Man of Her Own;" Friday, Ed
the Methebesec Club on Tuesday aft Waldoboro recently entertained at an mcrc, Rankin street, and her sister ell, Boston and Portland, returned State organization of the wi1 women a volatile poison. .. In my opinion mund Lowe in "Tlie Devil I Driving:'
ernoon at 2.30 ln the Universalist evening party, among their guests Mrs. J. H. Varney. returnej yester to this city Tuesday. Miss Mc In reply to the fiist of Mis Ship- I*»® falcon will certainly come , Saturday, double program with Doug- '
vestry. Mrs. Lincoln has not yet de being Mr. and Mrs. Harrv H Brown day,
Knight will resume her duties as pard's questions, "For what ar; you> L„ k unit-s the Federal Government , las Fairbanks, Jr., in "Love Is A
rided wliat play she will review, but it Mr. and Mrs. Sumner Whitney and
rural religious director for Knox lighting?” Mrs. Colvin said
IcontrcLs spirits somewhat along tht Racket." and Jack Onkie in "MadLson
will be onc of the current productions Mrs. William H. Wincapaw.
“To discourage t^e use of alcc’nal! lines that it now contro’c narcotics, Square Garden." Coming soon. 'Life
Lady Knox Chapter D A R wi.l County.
which she has been attending in New
because it Ls a dangerous, habit- . . Spirits are as intoxicating as nar- I Begins."
meet Monday afternoon at the home
York for the past few weeks. What
Mr. and Mrs. Ned R. Murphy have lorm.ng narcotic drug." and “to op- t colic ... Alcohol drunkenness and
The series of Masonic assemblies
Mrs, Mary Wiggin Spear, with
Joseph L. Brewster, district agent
ever she may select, a treat is in in Camden Ls attracting congenial and of
Mrs Spear. Mrs Katherine St. Clair I returned to this city after a few ! pose by every proper means the 1; gal morphine addiction are from the Fed- | for the Sun Life Assuiance Co., moved
store for all who hear her.
I weeks visit to Mr. Murphy's sister. manufacture of and traffic in bever- eial and social standpoints equally
1 happy crowds, among whom are sev and Mrs. Mary Ladd as hostesses.
•
I great evils. They are the two most his office this week to thc Giorg
Mrs. Vesta L. Gott of Bernard. They age alcohol."
eral Rockland attendants. ThLs eveThe monthly meeting of the BPW 1 mag's dance will be in charge of Mr
To
the
question:
"If
your
aim
is
drug habits of which we E Allen Agency, Robert Blcek
will
make
their
home
with
their
Miss Evelyn Green has entered the daughter, Mrs. Florence Dawes of temperance, how can you believe, destructive
Mrs Arthur Ames entertaim d I’-■
Club takes place this evening at the land Mrs. Finlay H. Calder. Mr. and
have any experience. . . The cocktail
Thorndike, preceded by supper at 6.30 Mrs. Joseph Brewster and Mr. and : Springfield (Mass ) Hospital to train Edward street, this city.
alter
the
experience
cf
the
pa
,
habit
Ls
a
form
of
drug
addiction,
The speaker will be Miss Ellen Daly, Mrs. Harold Nash. The assemblies as nurse.
twelve years, that this can be I Distilled spirits arc narcotic drugs
superintendent of Knox Hospital.
The second card party given by achieved under the Eighteenth and their use should be controlled
are for Masons and their families
Mrs. I, A. Crockett of Ocean street
Amendment?" Mrs. Colvin rt plies:
along somewhat the same lines as
' only
will be hostess to the Thursday Auc ' St. Bernard's parish took place last
"You and your associates may think morphine and cocaine."
evening at The Thorndike grill
Myron J. Hahn, one cf the best
tion Club today.
with Mrs. Donald P. Perry and Mrs f that we of the Woman's Christian
known residents cf the Southend has
Mrs. Leola Rose returned Tuesday ,
been quite seriously ill at hls home on , from Jackson Heights. Long Island
Cheerful Circle met last evening Francis Louraine in charge. There { Temperance Union are women of one
"How can vou disregard the cviState street, but hls present condition N. Y. where she has been guest of at the home of Mrs. Walter F. Britto, were 19 tables, and prizes were won ■ idea—prohibition. I hob1 you will
by Richard Reed, Miss Elizabeth teheve me when I say that is not so- dence cf the President’s own WickerIs more encouraging. His son. Dr. M hcr daughter. Mrs. Frederick Rugg Camden street.
Dor.ahue, Mrs. Lucius York Mrs. we have supported every idea which ^am Commission as to the failure of
J Hahn. Jr of Boston has been with
Sylvester, Miss Harriet Par- gave promise of limiting or prevent- prohibition? was another of Mrs.
him during the week.
Mrs. Sumner Whitney was hostess
“Why Snobbishness? If undesira Olive
malee. Edw. S. Bisbee, Clarence Up ing the legal manufacture and sale Sheppard's questions. To this Mrs
t' the Monday Club at her apart ble, how- can an end be put to it? ham,
George Phillips, Miss An of the drug.
Colvin replied:
Mrs. Donald Cummings entertained ments in The Bicknell.
What is meant by snobbery anyway nette Mrs.
Mrs. E. C Boody,
•We have tried moral suasion, go"The Wickersham Commission was
Monday evening at her heme North
and can nothing good be said for j Jr., J. LaMarre,
E. Winslow, K. R. True, ing even to the extreme of visiting the made up of nine members who were
Main street the "Larkin Club.' Nu
The Tuesday Club was entertained it?" Afternoon discussion subject of Miss M. Agnes Brown, Mis. Mary saloons
pleading with the saloon reputed to be wet. and two members
merous games were played and by Mrs. J. A. Burpee Mrs. William Educational Club Friday. Civics Sylvester, Miss Winifred Coughlin ketpers and
on cur knees to cease this who were reputed to be dry. Even
caused much hilarity. Prizes went to D. Talbot of Portland, a special guest lesson and drive reports, executive Mrs. Joseph Dondis. The third deadly traffic. We have supported j With this uneven division of thought.
Mrs. Clara Kelsey and Mrs. Clara gave -everal readings, delighting her board meets at 2.30. In Lincoln's party will be held Wednesday eve
thev signed the following findings:
honor. Nettie Stewart will present ning at the grill, with Miss Cough high license and low licence. Wl
Curtis. Lunch was served, the table it Oh rets.
" 'a. The Commission Ls opposed
Mary Shipman Andrews' "A Perfect lin and Miss Marie Dorgan as host have tried local option, county option
being very attractive with Valentine
State prohibition, and in the case of to repeal of thc Eighteenth AmendMr. and Mrs. Benjamin Philbrook Tribute."
decorations. Other members present
esses.
cne State, government control. All ment.
were Mrs. Blanche Fales. Mrs. Felicia entertained at bridge Saturday night
were futile because the liquor traffic
' h The Commission Ls opposed to
Rev. Walter S. Rounds Ls able to i
Dodge. Mrs. Doris Jordan, Mrs. Rem. at their home on North Main street.
Francis McAlary and Lucien Green vac corrupt, ruthless and law-break- I restoration in any manner of the leFales of East Friendship and Mrs Guests were Mr. and Mrs. Harry K. be out again after a few days' congalized saloon.
finement to his home due to a heavy i are home from University of Maine. .ng
Brown, Mr. and Mrs. Sumner Whit cold
Olive Fales of South Warren.
“ ‘c. The Commission is opposed to
Giaham Hills has returned.
ney, Mr. and Mrs. Osgood Gilbert anil
the Federal or State government as
Mrs. Charles A. Emery of Pacific Mrs. W. H. Wincapaw. Honors were
We came to support national pro- such going into the liquor business'."
The Wawenock Club met Monday
Opportunity Class meeting last
street was hostess to the Outing Club won by Mrs. Wincapaw. Mrs. Brown evening at the home of Mrs. Cera , evening at the First Baptist parlors hlbition as the best method yet de"Ycur question on forcing total abMr Brown and Mr. Gilbert.
at luncheon yesterday.
Snow, Ocean avenue. Response to roll had 24 members and one guest pres vl'rd fcr controlling the liquor traffic stint nee on unwilling people reveals
We recognize that the plan has not a common and utterly wrong concepMiss Eva Ames has resumed he- call was given from the poems of ent. The hostesses were Mrs. Ada werked perfectly, and we say. In all tion of the purpose of any prohibitory
Miss Ann McLaughlin entertained
Prescott,
Mrs.
Pauline
Saunders
and
Henry
W.
Longfellow.
Excellent
pa

at bridge Tuesday evening, with hon duties at the office of Dr. E. L. Scarkindness, that we are convinced thit law," Mrs. Colvin continued. "Thc
pers were presented: "The Govern Mrs. Maud Grant. Miss Alice Mc ycu and your associates, in constantly purpose of law 1s not to force people
ors falling to Mrs. Donald P. Perry, lott after an attack of grippe.
Intosh presented the scripture read
ment
of
Maine,
”
Mrs.
Susie
Campbell:
Mrs. David L. McCarty and Miss Mar
criticising instead of supporting the to be good, but to prevertt them from
The Hatetoquitit Club met Tuesday "Bar Harbor and Vicinity," Mrs. ing. The visiting committee ap- law, have done much to make it in doing evil. The purpose of prohibi
garet Hannegan.
j
pointed
for
next
month
consists
of
afterncon and evening with Mrs Leila Benner; "Literature in Mdlne,"
effective.
tion is not to force total abstinence,
Mrs. Elizabeth Eaton. Current events Mrs. Grant and Mrs. Cora Richards
At the last meeting even “The Retta Cole.
"President Hoover was right when ■ but to prevent the legal manufacture
J
A
report
of
the
dinner
given
the
and study of the question box had
Little Red Lantern" looked as though
and Girls Service Club was he said that the Eighteenth Amend- and sale of an Intoxicant which the
Capt. William H. Wincapaw is in their usual place in the program Boys
it had experienced an attack of
presented All the Red Cross sew ment 'smashed the old regime like a State and Supreme Courts have again
Red
Cross
sewing
was
done
during
New
York
and
Pittsburgh
on
business.
stroke of lightning.' No other plan and again declared to be against
grippe, its rays were so feeble. Sev
the evening. A social evening will ing was turned in at this meeting, has ever done that, and until some , public health, public morals and puberal members of the cltJb were unable
and a quilt was completed. Mrs.
be
spent
Monday
at
the
home
of
Miss
The
Rubinstein
Club
meets
Friday
tc be present. Games and refresh
Lillian Joyce in charge of the pro better and more constructive meas- lie safety."
ments were enjoyed by those mem afternoon at the Universalist vestry, Minnie Smith.
gram read an interesting letter from
with
Mrs.
Alice
Karl
as
program
bers who did not fall by the wayside.
a missionary worker in India, and
chairman.
There
will
be
a
chorus
re

• The next meeting will be with the
YNADf MARR RFC US PAT OFF.
i contributed vocal and piano selec
FRI.-SAT.
member who has Medusa-like hands. hearsal at the close of the program,
tions. Readings were given by Mrs.
and members are reminded to bring
Clara Gregory and Miss McIntosh
Mr. and Mrs William D. Talbot of copies of "Carmen" and "Samson et
Chorus singing was also a feature.
Portland are guests of Mrs. David Delilah."
Sifhdwiches, cake and punch were
served.
Talbot.
Mr. and Mrs. Emilio Hary of Park
Robert Burns is in Ormond, Fla.. street are spending the winter at
BURKETTVILLE
with Mr. anriMTs. John W Bums who Daytona Beach, Fla.
nre spending the remainder of the
Nearly every family in thLs vicinity
Mrs. Mary Keizer of Pleasant street
winter there.
i has been afflicted with the prevailing
was hostess to the EF.A. Club yes
I epidemic of grippe.
MLss Margaret Spofford entertained terday afternoon.
Mrs. Belle Howes is with hcr sister
Monday evening at her home cn Otis
The Chummy Club was entertained
Mrs. Mary Turner.
This is a sale of truly unusual character for it brings in great
street in honor of her 19th birthday.
high faluMr. and Mrs. Andrew Rokes enter
Those present were Miss;s Marjorie Tuesday evening by Mrs. R. D Saville.
variety just those styles in footwear that women are choosing now
Ocean
street.
Honors
in
bridge
were
t tin hombre
tained a party of friends Saturday
and Edith Jackson, Albert Huntley,
to complete their winter eo-tumes at prices that as ure unprecedent
inthelandof
i evening.
Peter Pulpkinen, Nathan Handy, won by Mrs. Frank Fields. Mrs. Emer
son
8alder
and
Mrs.
Flora
Fernald.
fight in’men’.
Mr. and Mrs. Merle Hutchinson, Mrs.
Everett Fish and Lewis Fish were
ed savings.
Mary Handy. Mrs. Margaret Spofford.
With a price on hu
at Auburt Leigh's Sunday.
Miss Julia Molway’s 16th birthday
Mrs. Mary Kimball, Misses Dorothy
head arid the posse
A thrill-packed, heart-tugging drama
Mrs. Bessie Barber and Mrs. Sadie
which
fell
on
Jan.
26,
was
happily
ob

and Margaret Spofford. Games and
, around the bend, he
Sukefcrth of Washington have been
served
last
Saturday
night
at
thc
Careful lilting and money bark guarantee with (very pair.
that turns the sport racket inside out
cards featured the evening and lunch
'The still had time Jforloie!
with their mother Mts. Cora Orinnell
eon was served. Miss Spofford was home of her great great grandfather.
a visit.
Henry R. Huntley of 22 Grace
with
the recipient of many gifts including Capt.
CHEYENNE KID" | fcrMrs.
Gladys Linscott will entertain
street. The evening' .program in
a decorated birthday cake.
] the Farm Bureau Feb. 10 , subject
wilh
cluded games, music and refresh
ments, with plenty of each. Capt.
j "Vegetables for Health," with Miss
MARY MASON
Jesse Lawrence in charge.
Huntley, whose birthday comes on
ROSCO AYES
the same date, was presented to each
Directed by Robert Hill.
David O. Selzntck, execu
of the guests, and aleo came ln for
CLARK ISLAND
tive producer
MARIAN MARSH, WILLIAM GARGAN
congratulations.
Miss
Molway’s
•
KOTODAY
guests
were
Ruth
Marston,
Constance
New. wonderful MIELLO-GLO face
Robert
Benchley, Richard “Skeets” Gallagher
Chai
Ies
Butler
he
been
Hi
ftm
■ADIO DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS
powder stays on longer, hides tinv Gardner. Dorothy Munro. Carl Spear,
grippe and Dr. Gross of Tenant's Har
Wrtwee
NANCY CARROLL
Sidney
Harden.
Victor
Armata,
Ed

Waller Catlett
lines and wrinkles, prevents large
bor has been attending him.
in
pores. Banishes ugly shine, none of ward Hayes, Maurice Dondis and
Other
victims
of
the
prevailing
epi

“
SCARLET
DAWN
”
Directed
by Dudley Murphy
that drawn "party" look. Canijo^ ir- Theodore Lewis.
demic are the school teacher Mrs.
____________
Home uf Paramount Pictures
, ritate the most delicate skin fcocaus? . ( ■
Harlan Bragdon who has been 111 for
new French process makes It the pur I on ready to make out vour in
NOW PLAYING—CLAUDETTE COLBERT,, FREDERIC MARCH
a week, Mrs. Mary Dr. vis and Charles
432 MAIN STREET,
ROCKLAND
est face powder known. You will love come tax report. R. II. Collins, tele
In "TONIGHT IS OURS"
F.
Chaples
and
Alden
Chaples.
the delightful fragrance. Try MEL- phone 77, Rockland, 375 Main street.
Charles Johnson Is in ill ncalth.
LO-OLO today, 50c and $1,00.
12-tf

OCl ETY.

Smart Shoes (or Women
Styles for Street and Dress

$8.50 AND $10.00 GRADES
NOW

SPORT
PARADE”

JOEL McCREA

You Can Have
a Lovely Skin

*3.95

*4.95

*5.95

SALE STARTS TOMORROW

FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 3
MCLA1N SHOE STORE

PAR-

Every-Other-Day
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ing in Friendship next Tuesday. It
ls to bc held at Mrs. Susan Wotton’s

11

With the Extension Agents

home.

MAYBE A BLESSING
W. R. Waiter~Thinks De

• • • •
im..... £.11..,X..... Su litli.iiiin,
ML's Thercse Wood. State foods
Tha new Dodge Six Sedan is a
pression May Prove So
luge and elegant car in which up
I specialist, will conduct the vegetables
holstering and equipment create a
I for health meeting at Hope Wednespleasing interior anbeding the ut
In the End
most comfort. This type is popular
' day, Feb. 8 in the Grange hall.
— And The —
for all-around use by family or
Burkettvllle is to have a vegetables Editor of The Courier-Gazette;—
!•
i individual
' for health meeting Friday. Feb. 10
Many are the thoughts advanced
‘ which will be held by Miss Lawto account for the cause, the ills and
! rence, home demonstration agent.
the cure of the depression which
• • • •
seems still to persist, notwithstanding
Maine Kitchens Improvrd
year were definitely scheduled for
Agricultural
the familiar announcement that
the sewing girls. The boys in the I Although not working on a five- "Prosperity is just around the cor
Poultry meetings are being held by club
take up woodcraft until the year plan, Maine women have made ner." Old man "Depression" is still
County Agent R. C. Wentworth in springwillmonths
JWhe new Dodge Six. Though the clean-cul interior will appeal to buyers wishing
then will study- over 4000 single kitchen improve crying out: “Halt! Conie back!" in
connection with home organization gardening and and
to put the Coupe to business and professional uses, the entire layout ia auch as to
subjects help ments to make work easier or to save j the same warning, pleading way that
meetings. Thc poultry situation is ful to them in other
make the car ideally suited to aortal purpoees. This model is offered in two stylet;
their projects. Mr. time in the flve years since the
with rumble seat, or with rear deck arranged for the accommodation of luggage
discussed by the use of charts and and Mrs. David Ann-able, their for work was started, reports Edna M. the prophets of old used in calltr-’
thc people back from their extremities
management practices explained byXSSSZZZZZZ
Cobb,
home
management
specialist
mer
leaders,
have
moved
to
Bangor.
to a sane view of life.
pictures taken on Maine poultry• • • •
The new Dodge Eight 5-pasaenger
of
the
Extension
Service.
During
In one instance we read: "The peo
farms. The meetings scheduled for
four - door Sedan — a rangy model
this period. 44 kitchens have been ple sat down to eat and drink and
equipped with everything making
the next week are: Tuesday, Friend The South Bristol "Merry Maids'' completely
for style, comfort and effortleas operremodeled. Commenting rose up to play” which would seem to
ship, Masonic hall: Wednesday, j held their fifth meeting for the year
aticn. Even the clutch is automatic,
further on this work which has been any thoughtful person a very nar
rendering the use of the ccnvenuooal
Bunker Hill Orange hall and Friday, at the home of Mrs. Harvey Carnage done
clutch pedal unnecessary.
through
the
cooperation
of
Jan.
27.
This
new
club
held
a
very
row contracted conception of real life.
Burkettvllle, Charles Grinnell's farm.
home
demonstration
agents.
Miss
good
business
meeting
For
subject
• • • a
Tlie prophets are very unpopular bv
matter the girls took up buttonholes Cobb said:
reason of their faithfulness in telling
Latest hatchery report shows that each girl practicing one or two
"The first year's work showed 16 the truth. Many suffered phys'c.il
during the month of December there during the meeting. They have al changes made in kitchens. The yea:
W’ere 45 per cent fewer salable chicks , ready made holders and aprons.
just closed has a record of 1.668 im- torture—were crucified, beheaded
hatched and chicks booked for Janu
• • • •
p.ovements made in the kitchens sawn asunder, committed to the
ary delivery' or later was 34 per cent.
of
13 counties of the state in addi flames, etc. But when the fate pre
The "Friendship Sunshine Work
dicted by these martyrs fell upon the
• • • •
ers 4H Club" held a meeting Jan. 28 tion to 19 kitchens completely re people, and they were awakened from
Farm account books have been re at the home of Mrs. Florence Hahn modeled as compared with the three their false elysium. they found to
The new Dodge Eight Coupe, a splendid combination of war, power,
i
------------------------------- g --------COSVC
dnvmg eaae,
________
_ ___
carrying
,
_____
a remarkably
____
r------------ccomplete
list ataequipment
ceived from Charles Orirmell. Bur There are 22 members already en of the flrst year.
intenor u of unusual roominess, trimmed in tbe height ot foehioo. Hardware and fit
their grief that they had destroyed
"A
home
maker
in
Kennebec
kettvllle; Harry Wolcott, Jr., Cam rolled in the club taking the cooking
ments are of distinctive design, and every appointment detail haa been considered
their best friends.
with artistic care and practical understandwg.
den; Wilson Merriam. Union, and and housekeeping and sewing proj County voiced the sentiment ot
Humanity is the same today as ever.
John Carroll. Washington. These ects. Saturday. Feb. 11 the club will many others when she said 'Kitchen
books have been closed and figure^ have a valentine's party and have comfort certainly means a lot to the | Every individual is seeking for a
taken from them are to be used for invited the East Friendship "Happy home maker. I don't feel so tired single goal—happiness. They branch
after doing a big day's work as I did out in all directions to obtain it.
a county summary. There will be Go Lucky" Club.
before mv kitchen was made over, When they get to what they deemed I
about 20 books included in this sumA BREEZY LETTER
A VICKS VICTORY
and I would not have my old kitchen first to bc the crown of success, the I
m4ry...»
The Good Workers Club of White- back for three times what it cost, j Roal appeared to be the same distance
FLORIDA
.
—field under Mrs. Clara Law as leader The whole family enjoys the new awav, and they hasten on to double , r.
r'.JJ
According to the 1930 census fig- held an all day
jan 2i. at
In
Which
Elmer
Allen
Re

hr.n
famous Cold Control KcmMIAMI’8
kitchen, and it is more convenient whot air«dv
ures there is only one State in the lhflr locaI leaderg. Thf club
Ideal Retort Hotel
to work in, lighter, and more at And so on and on ttiev go until such
calls
Some
Interesting
St.
edy
Is
Beating
the
De^ed and served this dinner
dizzy heights are attained, and with
hen exceeds that in Maine. States Mashed potatoes, fried tripe, toma- tractive.'
Convenient to all point* et uitareat—Modem in every way
George Events
pression
"Costs have varied all the way ambition still ini'atisfled. they are
havmg hens that lay over nine dozen toes strln(f
drop
An enjoyable view from our tparioua ground-floor porches, which
wirround the hotel
Many room* with private balconies.
per hen are Washington. Ma,nr. puddlng bread and butter, cocoa. from $2 to $300, but many kitchens discouraged, tumble and become ; The House of Vicks—famous for its Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
have been Improved without any wrecks. Thus the writer sums up his j
In 018 a(ternoon
washed the money cost. Family cooperation, opinion why it is old man “Depres- j varlout household preparations and
A few years ago Tenant's Harbor
HOTEL
Xn Vermorfi^Oonnccricut? New
makmz skill, and the use of materials on
sion" is with us. and it may be taken plan for better Control-of-colds. lias had a hotel where the management j
York and New Jersey; seven to efcht
to give to ^r hand have combined to make gloomy for what it is worth.
Its own way of overcoming repression had the reputation of serving some
June to
Booklet
kitchens light and cheerful by cut
October
It does seem strange that some of i Instead of retrenching, tt expands. pretty nice meals. One day a travel
S
KaZs. unSeT “ve"n
m^1niUb memt*K
ting extra windows or giving the our leading men and women could , It employs more people, spends more ing salesman came in late for supper
Corner Second Street
Application
Hotel
dozen.
Nebraska. Iowa.
Minne^J^„S ,5^n8.
walls a coat of light paint, incon rot have foreseen what the remit r ! on its research division in developing He said, “Levi I've got to have some
and First Avenue
Maselvnn
nesota and Illinois. The answer to'
Helen Uw' cluto reporter'
venient kitchens more workable by- extravagance would be—fast living. new products; more money for adver- upper. I cannot drive to Rockland
Stamford
moving various pieces of equipment insatiable pleasures, inflated salaries, j tiring them. This, in turn, requires on an empty stomach." ‘"But," re
this is buy chicks at home.
~
. * *
• • • •
Friday. Feb. 3. a judging contest ' closer together or building in extra But it seems that they didn't. State J the purchase of more raw materials, sponded the proprietor, "the dining ,
Over 500 bulletins have been riven
5* L’eld. bv the Junior Sunshine cupboards, low sinks made higher, and Federal governments have piled and helps other business in allied room is closed and the cook has gone
and scores of little handy devices up formidable debts.
out by the Extension Service at
club at Simonton s Comer.
home ” "Oan't help It." said Oeorge. !
Even the ; lines.
manufactured to make the kitchen churches were swept along with th- 1 Just lately. Vicks introduced a new “you get busy and get me something "
Rockiand at the request of persons in
• • • •
the county, most of these being on i Saturday. Feb. 4. a judging contest where the farm home maker spends current. The Federation of Churches product—Vicks Voratone Antiseptic
So the proprietor got busy and soon
poultry.
i on sewing will be held by the Twin 70 per cent of her time, a pleasanter of America found itself handicappeo Ir. its production, and in preparation had a dish of beef steak with the fix
• «••
| Village 4-H Club in Damariscotta in and more efficient place in which to at one time in the depression with a for its marketing, thousands of peo- ings. and started for the dining room
Poultry accounts have been com- j the morning. In the afternoon a work.”
$45,000 deficit. The good people all pie were given new or extra employ- In some unaccountable manner thr
pleted and summarized for West' demonstration on making buttonover the country have contributed ment Three weeks ago, 132 carloads steak slid off the platter, struck the
SOME
HELPFUL
HINTS
Alna. Mrs. Charles Hendrickson; ! holes and patches will be given tn
enough so that but $15,000 of the debt of this new mouthwash and gargle floor and rolled over two or three
Bunker Hill, Helen Linscott; Damar- Aina
remains.
1 went out through wholesale druggists times, but was finally rescued with a
Before
wearing
new
shoes
place
F L O I I 0 A
Ucotta, Norris Waltz, V. M. Carter.'
....
MIAMI
BEACH
In summing the matter all up it L to America's 60.000 drug stores. In fork and placed on the table in front
a
them
in
a
warm
place
for
a
few
min

John Weeks; Camden. Harry Wol-1 .
„
of George
the
writer's
honest
conviction
tha:
each
carload,
there
was
an
added
slice
cott; Dresden. Harlan Everson. HP
A
of
Work and Wm utes. this will make the leather more the present depression w-ill prove to cf prosperity for botUe makers, cap
After
he
had
about
half
finished
Lilly; Friendship. Albion Wotton: bo’rs' club
the "HaPPy Hon'-e pliable.
be one of the greatest blessings to manufacturers, carton makers, glass his supper he asked Levi wher- he
Hope, H. W. Brown; Orff s Comer Handy Helpers" 4-H girls' club of
Never use soap to wash a raincoat.
the world ever experienced and paper mills, printers and en- bought the meat. “Oh. I buy from
Mrs.
Amber Childs;
Rockland | Damariscotta entertained the "Tick Use a solution of one pound of alum humanity
Darkness is the morr intense Just bc- i gravers—to say nothing of the vari- pedlers. and the beef houses in Rock
Ralph Conant; Union. W. L. Mer- Tock Tollers' girls' club of South to three gallons of water.
tore dawn
ous sources of raw materials for the land. How do you like it?” “That
nam. Mrs. F Calderwood. Mrs. J. F Brlstol and their leader. Mrs UwTo brighten aluminum ware cook a
But let us climb upon the wreck’ product itself; and the thousands for Is the finest steak I ever ate." sa‘d
Calderwood; Warren. H V. Starrett; rfnce
at the home of Mr and little tomato in it.
we have made of life and get a new whom pay envelopes were created or George. "IU be down again and
Washington. F W. Babb; Whitefield, Mrs Norris Waltz Jan. 30. 34 visitors.
When clothes nave become mil and better view What Is the best fattened
bring my wife along" "Thanks"
M A. Brann, Oeorge Hausen; Wal- members and leaders being present,
Nor does all this take into account
doboro. James Calderwood, P P. Mr. and Mrs. Norris Waltz spoke on dewed soak them In buttermilk and criterion for us to adopt? Man wa the $700,000 appropriated for the said Levi.
in the sun.
made to glory ir. something. It is
Lewis. John Burgess, Frank Waltz, i 4-H club work and Mrs. Lawrence hang
To prevent eggs from cracking
Vicks Antiseptic introductory adver
In listening to the fine concert
• • • •
1 Page gave a brief talk. After a busi- when boiling flrst wet them with unavoidable. Our free moral agency tising campaign—over 85". of which
permits each individual to c'noose for
elven by the Manhattan Guardsman
4-H Club Notes
i 0685
singing and dancing cold water before dropping them into themselves They who choose un is being spent in newspaper space. Brass Band over WEEI Sunday I
wisely make failures, for they glory It's Vicks answer to the challenge of heard some very familiar music [
Mub Luther’TamS"as l^M^r
The
fUd?C the boiling water.
Olive oil dropped at the foot of a ln tne things that perish with the | the time—"Can new business be "Officer Of the Day" march made me
ing will be Feb 6
fern will greatly improve its growth using.
: created in a period of depression?"
hark back to the time when Mathews*
Mrs St-rila Doe and Mrs. Selena
....
—The Pathfinder.
Vemey are the new assistants. The |
There is a beautiful lesson taught i Vicks believes that it can be done Comet Band plaved it I was playing .
leader and her assistants met at the
"tth ,hr Homes
on this line when the Ma'ter of Life In fact, is proving it. There has been the E-flat cornet in this band Mr
Nothing phoney about that radio sent the 70 forth with power over all an amazing public response to the Mathews gave me a nice compliment
home of Mrs. Stella Doe and planned ! Miss Estelle Nason. State home
0,1 ’he program of work for the demonstration agent leader, is to at- humor It's genuine prewar stuff — manner of diseases They retu- ned to announc?ment of this new product— Another piece this band played had
«t the BLACKSTONE
teport with their facts all flushed of which there were 5.000.000 trial a singiqg trio. The band had some '
year. Thirty-six meetings for the ’ tend the home organization meet San Francisco Chronicle.
with glory’ and said: "Lord, even thc bottles made available to druggists fine singers among the members, j
.... Outstanding among the fine hotels of
devils are subject unto us through thy below cost of manufacture, tc make it especially the leader. Walter Mathews
Miami Beach and famous for its hospitality.
name." But Jesus rebuked them, easy for the public to test and prove | who was a fine tenor.
. . . Here’s a friendliness that makes you
saying; "Rejoice not that the spirits 1 its quality—and economy. Born in a i
are subject unto you; but rather re- depression year, Vicks Antiseptic has
Well "Boze" you have given us seme
feel immediately at home. This, with its
Joice that your names are written tn | been priced in keeping with the times I very interesting reading lately from
proximity (200 yards) to the ocean, its sun
heaven.”
[ Immediate success of this new ; Dad's diary. His writing of the loss
Pathing from
baths, its dances in the gardens and its deIf every one would take that view j Vicks product has not been unexpect- of the Schooner William Penn. Capt
of life, what a change would come ! ca. A year ago. Vicks introduced two Dexter, and all hands, brings back
thr hotel
lir’o ia food, is sufficient reason why the
over this old world! The prophecy ! other new preparations—Vicks Nose very sad memories of those marine
American and
Blackstone is always comfortably filled and
of Isaiah would be fulfilled speedily: , & Throat Drops and Vicks Medicated disasters. Quite a few 8t George
European Plan
why you should make reservations in good
"The desert shall blosrom as the Cough Drops. The usual advertising vessels disappeared in those days with
time. Send for booklet of details and sched
rose" and thc day of the Lord would appropriation for a normal year was all hands lost. Nobody saved to tell
be ushered in Let us think the mat more than doubled—and sales of both the talc.
ule of sensible rates.
:
:
:
:
ter over and choose discreetly, that products went above quotas in like
we may give the old man "Depres proportion. Thc Nose Drops—new
I wrote a short time ago about the
aid in preventing colds—took imme- flrst brass band that was organized
sion" no occasion to visit us again.
1
dials
lead
in
its
particular
field
W
R
Waiter
here. It used to give entertiinments
Is unexcelled in Eastern Maine. We print every
More than 20.000.000 packages of the in Fuller's hall <now Waneset Inn*
North Waldoboro. Jan. 28
thing printable from a Calling Card to the Largest
[ Cough Drops were sold during the Some were real good ones I remer.ii first season. Sales so far thie win ter one called "A Night in a Strange
STILL THE PRESIDENT
Poster.
ter are practically double last year's Lotel." Walter Mathews and Oeorge
Herbert Hoover Is Standing By His figures for the same period.
Our type faces are modern, our paper stock the finest,
E Allen (now deceased> were the
Vicks Antiseptic represents the first occupants of the bedroom
Guns Until thr Last is Fired
Thev
and our workmanship is done by artists of years
departure from the exclusive field ol
President Hoovers determination colds for the House of Vicks. Its in spent a sleepless night with many
experience.
rats and bugs crawling around on the
to stand by his guns until the last is
fired, or. the fourth of March, Is troduction was based upon recogni floor. The last rat that came tr
Now is the time to have your personal, business and
wholly admirable. He knows as his tion of the place that oral antiseptics seized the bed clothes and went out
advertising printing done at our new low prices.
message to Congress yesterday rec have taken in almost every household the door with them. George got the
rodent with one of his shoes. He
ognized in terms, that his recom as a modern hygcnic necessity
LETTERHEADS
mendations are likely to bc ignored
never came back. They settled down
BOSTON. MASS.
BEACON blkfcET
but he is only doing his duty to him
as they supposed to a night'.-, sleep,
BILLHEADS.
self and to the country in continu
when down dropped a huge sjtider and
STATEMENTS
ing to point out what course, in ht»
carried Walter right up through th<
opinion. Congress should follow in
ceiling. This ended “A Night 1« a
ENVELOPES,
paving thc way for national re
Strange Hotel," and how thc crowd
Per I 000
Located on B*«cj
FLYERS.
habilitation. He has also this assur
roared with laughter.
Hrtl Nett to the
* * * *
ance. that his Judgment finds
CARDS, ETC.,
State House
stronger backing with the country
Parcel Post on each 1000 15c Extra
These things we write about all
than that which Congress is inclined
happened years ago; some of the
to exercise.
participants were our dearest friends
BOSTON
Butter Paper printed in Blue or Black Ink
Moreover, t litre 1s a magnanimi
and we miss them. Not long ago I
ty in the President's course which
received a card from a former resi
Just a feu minutes' walk to die theatre, financial,
must commend itself to all good
500
I 000 Sheets, Half pound size,
$3.00
dent, telling how much he enjoyed
sportsmen, for Mr. Hoover does not
and shopping centers.
reading the articles sent to The Cou
1000 Sheets, one pound size,
$3.75
hesitate to suggest to his hostile
ROOMS
rier-Gazette.
E. E. Allen
Congress that it is for the interest of
Tenant's Harbor, Jan. 31.
Milk Bills. 1000,
m sooo uts
$1.50
WBATH
the Administration which will suc
ceed his own that the United States
U. of M. MAKES CUT
Rontns without bath, *T0Oup; with bath, M.00 up
Government,
through
Congress,
SPECIAL OFFER
shall immediately put its fiscal house
Price of Board and Room At Dor
( pinpletf Restaurant and Cafeteria Service
in order. Tlie possibly vain sug
mitories. $1 • Week Cheaper
One year’s subscription to The Courier-Gazette Free
gestions he is making now will be
read and pondered later in the light
U EXTRA 9ERS0N
with each order of Wedding Invitations
Ftps ident H. S. Boardman anof history, and we venture to sur
nounced Tuesday that the trustees
or Announcements
mise that they will compare more
had authorized a $1 a week cut ln
RADIO IN EVERY ROOM
than favorably with the acts of the
board charges at aJl University dor
Congress which has seemed to de
mitories, and that this cut would go
light in rejecting them.
Into effect with the beginning of the
The President emphasizes as
second semester. The board this year
above all other considerations the
has been $6,50 a week, with a charge
Adds distinction, style and character to your sta
importance of balancing the budget
of $2.50 a week for room in the vari
TO STAY AT The L/WCOLW
tionery, announcements, cards, folders, etc. We are
in the present session, for upon the
ous dormitories. The cut in board
stability of Federal finances rests
will reduce thc total cost per week of
the only printers in Knox County using this up-toIS A HAPPY REMEMBRANCE
that of all other governmental units,
room and board there to $8. which ls
date process.
State and local, and that of thc
$150 less than thc rate last year.
business community.
This reduction by the trustees for
MIAMI. FLORIDA
He would have this done by what
men and women students of the
The mos» Interesting spot In
Whenever you are in the market for printing let us
appears to sound economists to be
the Eestern Hemisphere durUniversity ts being made, according
tn» the winter months.
the only remaining agency, a general
eeteet ere HietAree. eNflNe ee^ fflemetew Vfnaee
to President Boardman, to meet, or
figure with you
sales tax excluding food and cheap
help meet, the reduced budgets of
.A
clothing; a sharp disagreement with
the parents of the students and as
In the heart of all activities.
the school that would tax food and
a
gesture
toward
making
it
as
easy
Reautifnl rooms and high
ROOM with BATH, RADIO A SIRVIDOR
clothing flrst. and this not for the
class service.
as possible for students of the Insti
A Modern Fireproof Struc
protection of Federal solvency but
tution.
The
reduced
rates
will
apply
from •3 Single end M Double
ture. Every room steam heated
to benefit a special class whose pri
at all boys dormitories and girls
Rates: (European Plan)
' •
vations are no greater than of many
Single rooms $2.50 per day
dormitories, which Include;
Mt.
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